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INTRODUCTION

From January 1980 through December of 1982 the Illinois Valley Library

System (IVLS) and thirty-three of its participating, libraries conducted an

experimental project to test the costs and benefits of OCLC use in small and

medium-sized libraries. A detailed description of the System,%the Proyect and

the libraries involved in the experiment is given in the first report in this

series. , The tables from that .tepor, giving descriptive st4tisti for the

Project libraries, are Included as Appendix A of this repqrt.

In all Project reports, certain terminology is, used consistently. The
4

p

"System" or "IVLS" refers to the Illinois -Valley Library System; ."Project"
qr

refers to the OCLC Experimental Project, whereas "project" may refer to any

local undertaking, particularly retrospective conversion projects in each

library; "Librarian" or "library director" refers to the person responsible

for library operations, representing persons with various levels of education.

Libraries in the Project were organized in "clusters" with one ,"host" library

where the terminal was located throughout the Project. The "guest" libraries

in the cluster had no permanent terminal in-house but generally used the one

in the host library.

In all Project reports, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with

the OCLC system and, in particular, with the cataloging and interlibrary loan

subsystems. brief description of .this automated library service as it

existed at the time of the Project can be found in the brochure On-Line Li-

121aryaptsfs (Dublin, OH. OCLC, (1982]).

This report will examine interlibrary loan activities before and after

the OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem was used in the Project libraries, The

comparison is made in terms of ,time, costs.and staffing levels. The second

part of the report examines resource sharing patterns in the System and how

'ft
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they -changed during the Project. Finally, the library .;eaff attitudes toward

online interlibrary than will be reviewecL

Many of the studies reported here it wolve sampling. the r.esul. t.S are

reported as clearly as possible, brit 1 do not have a backgrpund ir,

so it was not possible for me to evaluate them rigorously in terms of signifi

cance or other statistical measures. The data closed are, at the tilne this

repprt is being written, available on punched cards or in

mat should anyone wish to explore it more thoroughly.

have

THE INTERLIBRARY LOAN ENVIRONMENT

its original for.

Several.important,changes took place during the OCLC Project which may

affected the results of the various studies. This section is a brief

overview of 'these conditions.

Before the Project began, almo t all the System libraries got their ILL

req&sts filled 'by sending paper request forms to IVLS. Various methods were

used there to oLtain the material, in accordanc4 with a statewide set of pro.

tocols. By "the end of the Project, participating libraries were filling many,

of their own requests over OCLC, the database of local holdings had more than

doubled, a new statewide delivery system was introduced, and other changes had

taken place. Table VII -A below outlines these events some

discussed in detail in other sections.,

11

of which 'will be
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TABLE VII-A

HAJOR EVENTS AFFECTING IV',S INTERLIBRARY LOAN'

Date Evett

Late 1979 Most U.1, requestsrequests go through System - Methods used include.

telex, telephone, route list, ALA paper forms, purchase,
OCLC ILL subsystem, and University of Illinois Automated.
Circulation System (LCS)

April 1980 Project participants legin cataloging on OCLC, adding more
local 'holdings symbols to the database

Telex use dropped by IVLS

August 1980 Illinois State Library begins a statewide delivery system
which speeds document delivery from non-IVLS libraries,
formerly handled by mail .

Fall 1480 Project participants begin retrospective conversion projects,

adding large numbers of holdings symbols to the OCLC database

Winter 1980 'Transaction study of ILL costs begins
'

IVLS stops purchasing materials to fill ILL requests

January 1981 Project participants begin using OCLC ILL subsystem for many
requests

1981

Fall 1981

January 1982

July 1982

November 1982

Additional academic libraries in the state begin using the
University of Illinois LCS system, giving IVLS access to
their holding information

Worklog study of OCLC activities in libraries .%cluding ILL

Worklog study'of IVLS'interlibrary loan department
)

.**. retrospect/ye conversion projects finished

OCLC Project support for Libraries ceases. Some libraries
drop out of OCLC, some do less ILL work online

Publication and distribution of the IVLS union List of
serials a

0

One Project - related event that.may have affected interlibrary loan pat-

terns and cost was the growing numbet of local library holding syniBols in the

database. Table VII-g-and Figure VII -1 below both illustrate this growth.

Without the input.of the Project libraries, the existing IVLS. OCLC libraries

would have contributed a. steady number of location symbols: The Project more

than doubled this resource and, moreover, ,changed it from almost exclusively.

academic materials to a more even balance of academic and public iibrary

holdings.

.

. .

12
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TABLE VII-B

GROWTH OF LUCA HOLDINGS CODES EN THE OCLC DATA BASE
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Pre-Project

1979

1980

1981

N.

1982

1983
.

June

3rd '

4th

1st.

2nd

3rd

4th
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

3rd

4th v

1st ,

2nd

3rd

4th

221,145

233,055
242,577
254,082
260,156
275,445

285,549
293,953

302,756
308,939
314,240
320,559

328,247334,746
340,973
i45,849
349,834
152,662
353,908

Project Total IVLS

11Library IAlale Library Holdings

0

179

481

740

2,494.

,612

2,413
55,379

I10,891

155,530

203,352
257,043

i259.96671

340,162
351.893

364,176
373,166

382,413

221,145

223,234
243,058
1:/4,822

262,650
285,057

307,962
349,332
413,647
464,469

317,592
377,602

637,325
660,439

681,135
697,742

714,010
725,828
738,321

liwwriMdrow umwomeumerweot.0symilmomrwo.iumwmo

This table the cumulative number of holdings symbols on the 3CLC
database tot Libraries in the tVLS area. Pre-Project libraries aro those
which used OCLC before the Project. This column shove thn amount of ml.the
information on Local resources that would have existed without the
Some "Project library" ho1dinge appear before the uffic.tal beginning of the
Project in 1980 because two of the Project libraries had trained staff
and used other libraries' terminals while waiting for the Project to begin.

000
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O
f500
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E 400c6

lily 300
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0

FUMY VtT 1

C.) rILI E HOLD' l\11: I I I I fi
Growth :IF the Datat-ne by C.Ii,Jrto.e........./eown.mr.........1.......

U

Total

PreProject OCLC
Wbisarier

1979 1980

PTojett tibratiem

1981 1982 1993
Ouortetre;

Thio grlph shows the
cummietive lewl of holdinob ovmbote on OCLC for tirt.3 libraries.inclulfing 1144 heedquerters.
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Interlibrar Loan Protocols

At the time the Project began, the Illinois,, State Library had an estab-

lished set of protocols for routing interlibrary loan requests. Basically,

the protocols called for exhausting local resources before sending a request

to any outside agency. Libra-ies were required to send interlibrary requests

to the system headquarters. Systems were required to exhaust local (system

and system library) resources available to them before they sent a request on

to a Resource and Reference Center .1 the state. According to these proto-

,

cols, the paperwork actually had to flow through the System to get from the

local library to any library in a different system.

The Reference and Resource (R & R) Centers play an important role in

Illinois interlibrary loan. They are four majpr libraries which are reim-

bursed by the Illinois State Library for supplying material on loan. The

centers are the University of Illinois Library (UI), the Southern Illinois

University Library (SM), the Illinois State Library (ISL) and Chicago Public

Library (CPL). In, the statewide protocols, they are generally the next source

for material after local resources are exhausted. They in turn have the

authority to-'refer the request to other sources.

With the advent of automated networks, this protocol became less and less

satisfactory. By installing OCLC in the libraries and encouraging them to use

it for interlibrary loan, we separated the interlibrary loan process from its

paper forms. It was necessary, therefore, to adapt the statewide protocols to
^

meet the new situation. Protocols which were used by the Illinois Valley

Library System libraries during the Project are attached to this report as

Appendix B. They call for exhausting local resources known to the library, a

check of System headquarters before the request goes out-of-System, a pref-
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erence in out-of-System libraries for the Resource and Reference Centers

before 'other Illinois libraries, and exhausting Illinois holdings known to the

library before going out-of-state.

We found that these protocols worked very well for the libraries. We

felt that they were in keeping with the spirit if not the letter of the Illi-

nois protocols. The Project results discussed later indicate that using these

guidelines did not have any great impact on the distribution of ILL lenders.

Interlibrary Loan Before the Project

Before the introduction of OCLC in the Project libraries, interlibrary

loan was chiefly a function of the System office. The library staff, in

consultation with the patron, would fill out a multi-part interlibrary loan

request form (see Appendix C). The form was sent through the' IVLS delivery

vans to System headquarters for processing. At the time this Project began,

System headquarters had the following resources available to it for filling

interlibrary loan requests.

Union Card Catalog. Since 1967, the System hod been maintaining a

union catalog of the holdings (except juvenile materials) of eleven

medium-sized libraries in the System area. These libraries com-

prised the larger public libraries in the area with the exception of

the largest library, Peoria Public. Efforts were made to keep the

card file current with new holdings. and deletions as they were

reported by the eleven libraries. Once OCLC use was initiated in

many of these libraries as a result of the Project, their cards were

no longer filed in the union catalog since access to their holdingS

was available on OCLC.

4;

l5
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OCLC. At this time the System headquarters had one OCLC terminal

devoted exclusively to interlibrary loan use. It was used to locate

local, state and national holdings. Before the Project, six System

libraries were . OCLC members, and three of them had done or were

completing total retrospective conversion.

Peoria .Public Library Collection: The Illinois Valley Library

System had one part-time staff member who checked the catalog and

collection of Peoria Public Library.

Route Usti:- When more convenient methods of finding local holdings

failed, a title was put on a want list which was sent to each IVLS

library through the delivery route. Each library checked their

collection and notified the System if they could supply any titles

Va the list.

System headquarter collections. IVLS maintained several small

collections - on-demand purchases, rotating books, large print

books, reference collection, professional collection and Hanna City

Ycuth Center collection. If the IVLS symbol showed up on OCLC,

these collections were searched. Rotating books (the largest col-

lection) were sometimes difficult to locate since they were sent to

libraries on a 3-month rotation schedule.

Purchase. Libraries were expected to buy their own copies of

heavily requested titlefu, but if a title had a steady, medium rate

of demand it might be purchased by IVLS for the on-demand collec-



tion. By the end of the Project, on-demand buying had stopped, but

the existing collection was still a4ailable to fill requests.

Bradley University Library Collection. The System had access to all

Bradley holdings over OCLC. It also maintained a part-time staff

member at Bradley University Library to verify citations using their

National Union Catalog. or other special tools.

LCS. Each System headOarters in the state of Illinois has an

ou-line terminal connected to the automated Library Circulation

System of the University of Illinois. During the time of this

Project, this circulation system was being used by additional ac-

ademic libraries in the state. For the University of Illinois, and

later Western Illinois University, the System had check out author-

ization. Once at item was identified as "on shelf" the System staff

member could initiate a charge-out. A printed message at the Uni-

versity was used to pull and ship the item. For the other academic

users, the System staff could use LCS to locate holdings and use

OCLC to send the request.

R & R Center Microfilms. The Reference and Research Centers of the

state of Illinois had their catalog cards recorded on microfilm

cassettes or fiche. For two centers the fiche were up-to-date. For

the others, recording ended in 1.975 when OCLC was adopted. These

cassettes and a motorized redder were available at System head-

quarters to verify titles and holdings information. After verif i-

cation on these microfilms, a title could be requested either

through OCLC, LCS or a paper form.

17
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IVLS Union List of Serials. At this time, the System was working on

a union list of the serial holdings of libraries in its area. This

list was not completed in book form until August, 1982, but it was

on paper cards in an alphabetized file. Although somewhat out of

date, it was available for the interlibrary loan staff.

Other Union Lists of Serials. The interlibrary-loan-department also

had on-hand the Union List of Serials, New Serials Titles and union

lists of serials from several libraries and consortia in.the state.

All of the holdings, with a few exceptions, of all of the libraries in

the. System were available for loan to other libraries. The methods outlined

above were used to locate needed materials. Requests generally went through a

regular series of steps depending on the type of material. In some cases, the

process could be re-routed.because of special knowledge by a staff member or

special conditions. The normal procedure for monograph materials is outlined

below. For a flow chart see Appendix C. .

ILL Procedures

1. Titles are checked in the union catalog. If holdings locations

are found, they are noted on the request form.

2. Titles are checked in OCLC for verification. The holdings

screens are printed out.

3. If OCLC shows System headquarters as a holding library, titles

are checked in IVLS collections. If they are available, they

are sent to the requesters.

4. If local libraries have a title, as indicated in OCLC or the
union catalog, they are contacted by phone.. If the title is

available, they are told where to send it. It is sent directly

to the borrowing library and returned directly to the lending

library without further System action.

18
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5. Titles most likely to be found through the route list are
separated and batched into a list sent to most IVLS libraries.
Libraries that can supply any of the titles notify headquarters
which then tells them where to send the material.

6. Titles inappropriate for the route list or not found by that
method are searched at Peoria Public Library. If located, they
are sent directly to the borrowing library.

7. Titles are reviewed-and appropriate ones are puichased from
System.funds.

8. If no local holdings are found and'the title is not purchased;
the LCS terminal'is checked. If the title is located in a
'library with direct checkout (UI or WIU), the transaction.is
entered. A print out of the transaction is used by the uni-
versity staff to retrieve and send the book. When it arrives
at IVLS, department records are'updated and the book ]s put on
the delivery route for the request. Returned books must also
be processed by the System. For LCS libraries withdut direct
check out, a note is made of the location.

9., Appropriate titles are checked on the,R & R. Center microfilm/
fiche. Locations are noted.

10. Titles are requested over OCLC using R & R locations first,
then other Illinois locations and finally out-of-state librar-
ies. Up to three successive OCLC requests may be sent if
appropriate. Materials are received and transshipped at IVLS
on their way to the requester and on their return to the
lender.

11. Titles are requested on ALA paper ILL forms if the holding
library does not use OCLC, or if a paper form is required by
the lender. This is especially common for genealogical ma-
terials and NUC locations.

At the time of the Project, the System interlibrary loan department was

staffed with one full-time librarian, one and a half LTA IIs, two clerical

workers, and one part-time student. The department was supervised by another

librarian who was in charge of both interlibrary loan and information services

(reference).

19
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INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS - CENTRALLY PROCESSED REQUESTS

fI

Transaction Study 1 Description

4

One method used to study the costs, staffing levels, and time required

for interlibrary loan before library use of the OCLC subsystem was a trans-

action study. For this study, sheets listing the possible steps in any ILL'

request were stapled to interlibrary loan request forms which were sent to the

Project libraries. As these ILL forms were filled out in response to patron

requests, library staff kept track of the steps that took place in the li-

brary. The transaction form stayed with the interlibrary loan request when it

was sent to the System interlibrary loan department. The staff 'there also

noted the various steps used to process each request, the time that each took,

and their initials. Finally, when'the ILL status sheet was sent back to the

libraries, the transaction sheet went with it and the library staff kept track

of the final on-site steps. The number of transaction sheets sent to each

library depended on its normal ILL rate. A total of 468 transaction forms

were sent out to libraries, from which 412 usable forms were returned for

analysis. A copy of the transaction form is attached in Appendix D.

From this transaction survey, we got information about which steps were

needed in the libraries, for what percent of requests they s,ere likely to

occur, and approximately how much time and what level of staff were required.

From the Illin. is Valley Library System end, we found wh!.ch steps were re-

quired in what proportion of the requests, how long these steps took, where

and how materials were located, and the staffing levels. Since stopwatches

were used at IVLS, the times given by IVLS personnel were more exact than

those recorded in the libraries. Some batched activities, such as filing

forms, were timed as a batch during the study, wA.th an average time per item
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being established and used in reporting the activity for any particular re-

quest.
f

The study. was done in the fall of 1980, so it does not perfectly reflect

the pre-Project state. Most libraries had been doingcuprent cataloging on

OCLC since summer and many had started retrospective conversion, so th..! ..umber

of local holdings found on .1:AC by the IVLS interlibrary loan staff may have
4

been, increased, wit'h a subsequent decrease in the time needed to locate local

resources.

Transactiou Stud - Results

Of the 412 usable fora s obtained from the study, 366 or 88.8% represented

requests that had been filled by the time the study ended 200 days after it4 !,

was begun. This) fil.t rate is exactly the, same as that for all System-proc-
4

essed requests in 1980.

The major purpose

time costs that could

request. Tables VII-C

of the transaction study .Was to establish the 'Labor/

be associated with processing an average ILL paper

and VII-D below show the results of the study in terms

of cost lit staff time for ILL activities before the large-scale use of the/

OCLC subsystem.

21
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Request Preparation

Form preparation/

13

%

B17, Sri' 1.

,ABLE VII -C

TRANSACTION STUDY RESULTS

Cost of Interlibrary Loan Activities in Libraries

Minutes/
Item

Hourly

Salary
Rate

Percent
Cost/Item Used

Average Cost
Per Request

patron interaction

Verification
1

Filing library copy

Sanding form to IVLS

Item Receipt and Return

4.1952

0.832

1.0828

S. 5.12

$ 5,12

$ 4.85

$ 4.91

$0.3799

$0.3579

$0.0672

$0.0887

100.00%

67.00%

94.40%

100.00%

50.3799

$0.2398

$0.0635.

S0.0887
Total for request
preparation

$0.7718

Item receipt/record updates 2.5356 $ 4.37 50.1846 81.10% 30.1497

Patron notification
2

1.7949 $ 3.40 $0.1317 6 72.80% 5.0.0959

neck out 1.0047 $ 4.41 $0.0738 70.40% 90.0520

Renewal 3.3214 $11.49 90.6360- 1.90% 50.0121

Check in
3 ,

Return to lendar/IVLS

1.6797

U.988

$ 4.25

$ 4.17

$0.1189

$0.0687

69.402

75.3%

50.0825

50.0517

50.4439 Total for Item
receipt and return

$1.2157 Total library staff
cost per request

(N -412)

The T ansaction Study yielded 412 usable forms; 330, or 80.1% of the requests itivoLved were filled

within th time period of the study. The next to the last column shows the percent of requests on which

a certain stet) was needed. In the Last column, the costior each step is multiplied by the percent of
requests in which it was used to determine the processing cost for the average ILL request.

1 The time needea for request verification (generally Books in Print) was

libraries.

7
Some of the filled requests lid not require special patron notif
member or a regular Library veer who would be given the item on

recorded in. Step 1 by some

ication because the patron was a staff

their next regular visit.

3 Because some ILL items are new picked up by patrons, check in and check out steps were not always needed.

d
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TABLE ILL -0

TRANSACTION STUDY RESULTS
Cost if Interlibrary Loan Activities at System Headquarters

Hourly
Minutes/ Salary 6

Percdnt
Description Ite3 Rate Cost/Item Used

Average Cost

Per INSEIL

Request receipt 0.596 $4.02 $0.0399 100.00% S0.0399
Check union catalog/list 1.063 $4.08 $0.0723 93.20% SO.O.,74
Call IVLS holding libraries 1.439 $4.50 $0.1079 42.96Z S0.0464
Photocopy at IVLS 3.883 $4.50 $0.2912 0.24% $0.0007
OCLC verification/holdings 2.225 $4.08 $0.1513 54.85% S0.0830
LCS check 0.681 $4.50 $0.0511 37.38% $0.0191
Check Peoria Public 3.107 $4.02 $0.2082 12.14% S0.0253

.check/photocopy at Bradley 21.626 54.56 $1.6436 4 14.56% $0.2394
Check R & R microfilm 4.15 $4.54 $0.3113 12.142 $0.0378
Check serial union lists 2.013 $4.50 $0.1510 3.40% c.'0.0051
OCLC ILL request initiation 3.11 S4.26 $0.2208 18.93% S0.0418
2nd OCLC ILL request initation 1.975 $4.14 $0.1363 1.21% $0.0017
,Send 'paper request 2.918 S4.34 $0.2159 5.34% 50.0115
Route list 0.727 34.38 $0.0531 13.83% 50,0073 .

Purchase 7.749 $5.46 $0.7052 3.64% S0.0257
Cancellation

1item receipt processing
0.911

0.403
S5.94

$4.02
$0.0902
50.0270 0 50.24%

50.0092

50.0136
Updating records 0.558 $4.02 S0.0374 48.79% 50.0182
Charge out to library 1.747 $4.02 50.1170 50.24% 50.0588
Sorting for delivery 0.527 $4.02 $0.0353 55.58% .$0.0196
Check in returned items 0.633 $4.02 $0.0424 49.76% $0.0211
Updating records 0.208 $4.50 $0.0156 49.76% S0.0078
Item return to lender 0.827 $4.02 $0.0554 47.09% 50..0261
Miscellaneous 0.687 $4.50 50.0515 43.69% $0.0225

Totals Time par item 11.78550 Labor cost per request 30.8489

Weighted by % of items needing each step

(N -412)

The Transaction Study yielded 412 usable forms; 330, or 90.12 of these were filled within the time
period of the study. Only the first step was used on all requests, since requests are routed in the depart-
ment depending on.the likelihood of a certain option being successful. The next to: the last column shows
the percent of requests on which a certain step was used. In the last column,' the cost for each step is
multiplied by the percent of requests in which.lt was used to determine the processing coat for the average
ILL request.

if material was obtained from an IVLS library, the headquarters staff was not involved in shipment or
return, so Later updating steps were not non4ed.

According to these results, 'the labor costs directly associated with
,

processing an interlibrary loan request are:

Library request preparation $ .77
IVLS staff work .85
Library receipt/return 45

Total $2.07

Several non-labor costs can also be directly associated with processing a

request:

Average
Cost of Requests Per list4eItt

ILL request,form $ .05 100% .05
OCLC ILL request (1st and 2nd) 1.20 16.8% .20

23
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The total cost of labor, charges and materials is $2.32.

This study did not take note of other charges that might he associated

with a specific request such as long distance pho'ne costs, postage or photo-

copy costs. These exr.nses are considered as part of the serond cost study of

manual interlibrary loan discussed below.

Besides data on the costs of interlibrary loan processing, the trans-
,

action study also brought out some patterns of sources for materials and

turnaround time. These results will be discussed in a later section.

Worklog Study - Description

There are many on-going,costs involved in maintaining an interlibrary

4'

loan service which are not linked to any specific request. These include

equipment maintenance, OCLC and other fees, delivery service, telephone ser-

vice, and staff time involved in running the department and maintaining the

files. In order to quantify this last factor, a worklog study of the IVLS

Interlibrary Loan Department was conducted for three weeks in January of 1982.

In preparation, all the activities of the department, whether occasional

or frequent, were put on a worklog form with the help of the staff. A copy of

this form is in Appendix E. Each staff member kept track, with a stopwatch,

of the time spent ,on each activity and the number of items done in that time.

Telephohe calls - made and answered, were recorded on special sheets by each

phone. Total time spent on' it.he phone and the type of call were recorded.

Between the time of the transaction study and that of the worklog study

'several factors in interlibrary loan processing had altered. The statewide

delivery routes had become increasingly busy, which ,meant more time packing

and unpacking delivery bags for lo4cations outs1de IVLS. On-demand purchasing

by IVLS had stopped, so one source of fills from the transaction study does

24
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V IP

J
aot appear.

,

Also, the worklog study took place after most Project libraries

had cumplot7A retrospective conversion to OC!,C of all titles published in 1975

or later. This meant a much larger amount of local holdingslinformation was

avallable,over OCLC.

By 1982, most Project libraries' were initiating many of their owp re

quests on OCLC. This had several effects on the work of the IVLS department.

First, in accordance with the prOtocols some of these requests came to IVLS

would check the union catalog and LCS before lettingover ocLe. The staff

r

these requests go on. Second, fewer.paper_ requests were received,at IVLS,for

these libraries and those that did come were generally for more difficult

materials that' the library couldn't get easily over the automated sytem.

Wprklog Study Results

The results of the worklog study are given in Table VIIE below.

1

25
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TABLE VII-E

dORKLOG STUDY RESULTS 0.,

Interlibrary Loan

s4

t

c

.

4

I

A#122 Description

fi%. *,
1..

. Items

o

r a

Time '

(Minutes)
......-......r.,/

283.017
109.883

1580.333
64.167

687.467
602.317

45.967
298.650
46.083

428.617

292.967
125,667

9.967
80.540
24.133
71.317

643.883
430.700

408.033
339.467

198,.017

144.017

182.933
204.467
170.033
74.567

55.717
651.583
416.463
44.400

45.150
423.167

1145.443
278.350

519.333
255.733
99.717
143.300

37.617
102.000

308.300
260.883

17.450

90.217
1496.417

81.300
206.000

1243.533
963.333

( '

thMinutes/m

''

Percent
Total Time

l Request receipt/sorting
2 Verification

3 Search/print OCLC
4

5

Locate ULS-owned items
Search anion catalog

6 Search LCS/order
7 * Count requests to/from Peoria
8 Search Peoria/pull item
3 Reserve Peoria items
10 Search R & a microfilm , .

11 Verify at Bradley
12 Search Bradley/pull item

13 Arrange route list requests
L4 Type route list
15 Label route'list '

.

16 Route list-processing returns
17 OCLC ILL request produce
18 * Printout OCLC pending file
14 * Update OCLC pendiag requests
10 Type/send ALA request
21 Cancel requests c

22 Searcit HILq union list
,23 Search IVLS union file
24 Search U of I union list
25 Check union lists
24 Search ULS/NST
27 * Search OCLC union list
28 Xerox articles
29, * Unpack /sort state delivery
30... Opening/sorting mail

4 31 4* Sorting slips to bins
32 Unpack/sort route brx
33 Check in veceipts/vpdate
34 * OCLC file work (pastel)
35 * Count/pack state delivery
'36 Sort route to bins
37 Pack/stamp US mail/UPS

a counts /statistics csCenral38 * Gl counts/tisti
39 * Counting cancellations
40 * Monthly stet. report prep.
41 * Miscellaneous filing
42 * Union catalog maintenance

. 43 '* Union catalog. refiling project
44 Carding/shelving books
45 * Travel to Bradley
44 Decision-making/discussion
47 * Jveroue proceesing
48 * Meetings (total staff time)
49 * Other
50 Phone calls (in and out)

1516

40

607
56

, 777

738

513
287

18.

60

43
24

124

124 (four lists)

124

186 (six lists)

162

. 423

444

88

134

362

301

121

87

34

21

99

1034
181

(26 tin checks)
1725

877

943
701

32

,

14

66

1558 queries/replies

'

0.19.

2.75

2.60.

1.15

0.88
0.82
0.13

1.04

2.56
7.14

6.81
.5.24

0.08
0.65

0.23
' 0.38

31.02'' .!72

0.92
13.86

` 1. 11

0.'0
0.61

01. b9

1.95
2.19

2.65
6.58

0; 0.105

0.25

1.31

0.55
0.36

3.12

.

1.25

1.23

.

,.

.

170,6.;;'-
-9.60%
0.39%

3.661

1.81;

0.28%
2.60%

1.78%
0.76%

p.96%
' 0.49%

00:411%%

3.91%
2.62%

2.48%'
2.06%

1:20%

98111:

1.24%
1.03%
1.4:4

0.34%

?...9563%%

0.272

0.272
2.5")%

6.96%
1.692

3.16%
1.55%

0.612
0.87%

0.23%
0.62%

C:8579;

3.00%
0..1%

0.55%
9.092

0.'19%

1.25%

7.56%
5.85t

Time spent on these 50 activities was recorded by ILL department staff in January, 198%. The starred
activities are those not included in the earlier transaction study.

The largest operations in terms of staff time are searching OCLC to print

out records and holdings screens (9.6%), )discussions among staff members

and/or examination of requests to decide frther strategy (9.1%), checking in
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received materials and updating files, (7%) and making or receiving telephone

calls (5.8%). The fifty separate activities are combined into more general

classes in Table VII-F below.

TABLE VII -F

Activity
Percent of

Total Time

Locating and securing loan (books/microfilm) 44.07%
(Steps 2,3,4,5,6,9,10,11.17,20,46,50)

esnocunLocating and securing la (photocopies) 9.012
(Steps 22,23,24,25,26,27,28)

Handling books and materials for mail, route, state delivery 20.33%
(Steps.8,12,29,30,32,33,35,36,37,44)

Manipulation of forme/records (including OCLC files) 13.13%

13.44%

(Steps 1,7,13,14,15,16,18,19,21,4,34,38,39,47)

Background, department maintenance and
(Steps 40,41,42,43,45,48,49)

This table combines operations from Table VII-E into more general cate-
gories of activity. The step numbers refer to those in the earlier table.

OIP

tu

..

Steps use in in the workiog study which did not appear in the transaction

rstudy accoun for-28.52% of the department's work. Some of this work may have

increased or decreased due to the Project itself. For instance, by the time

of the worklog study, most Project libraries were using OCLC to send ILL

requests. Since the protocols required the use of the IVLS holdings symbol

before any out-of-isystem libraries were, queried, the, check of the OCLC pending

request file by System staff would have increased. On the other hand, because

almost all the libraries that had contributed to the union catalog were now on
a

OCLC, the work maintaining that file vat; much less.

The work categories in the transaction study were broken down to make

sense in terms of a single -quest. The worklog categories reflect more

s-precisely the batching practices in the department itself. It is, therefore,

2 7 Bin CU
0
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not possible to compare the results on most steps in terms of 'minutes per

request. Some steps which ere comparable were:

0

Step Tr
ansaction
Stud

Worklog
Study

Article photocopying
Search/print OCLC record

Check LCS
Search R&R microfilm
Produce'OCLC request
Type ALA request

Cancellation 4)

3.88 min/request

2.22
.68

4.15
3.11
2.92

.911

6.58 mite /request

2.60
4.-

.82

7.14

3.97
3.86

1.48

All of these activities were taking more time in the worklog study (1982).

than in the transaction stdy (1980). One possible explanation for some, but

not all, of these differences. is that, with more libraries doing their own

easy requests, more difficult requests were coming to the System.

Another difference in the results of the tt :udies is the, percent of

requests which required particular steps. This coui- be accurately determined

for the transaction study, but can only be estimated in the worklog study. In

this second study, since the activity of the department as a whole was stud-

ied, specific requests were not tracked. However, a rough idea of the percent

of requests requiring a single step can be obtained by taking the total re-

quests/titles handled for each activity and dividing that by the number of

paper requests received during the study. Some rough comparisons may indicate

changes in departmental activity caused by the Project:

Activity

Transaction
Study (1980)

Worklog

Study (1982)

OCLC search/print out 55% 40%

LCS check/order 37% , 49%

Union catalog check rfewe'*, 86% -51%

R&R microfilm check 12% 4%

Bradley check 14% 2.8%

Peoria Public search 12% 19%

OCLC request sent 19% ; 11%
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Fewer searches of OCLC may be due to Project libraries which, if they

sent a paper request to the System, would also attach an OCLC print out or

notation of OCLC holding libraries as part of the request. The apparently

higher rate of LCS checks in 1982 is 'probably due to checks made in ¶esponse

to requests received from IVLS libraries over the OCLC pending file. in the

new protocols, all OCLC requests were referred to the System for a check of

LCS and the union catalog. These were not counted as incoming paper requests,

however, so the percent of LCS checks relative to paper requests received is

misleadingly high.

The aame applies to union catalog checks, which means '..hat the decrease

in the occurance of these from 1980 to 1982 is even greatdt than shown here.

By 1982, almoSt all Project libraries had' completed their retrospective con-

version of recent (1975-82) publications. Since most union catalog partic-

ipants were also Project particinants, the Union Catalog had become a-second

line of inquiry, after OCLC. It was used 'chiefly for items published in

1968-1975.

Microfilm from the collections of Southern Illinois University, Chicago

Public and the Illinois State Library became less important simply through

age. Current acquisition and increasing amounts of retrospective conversion

were available on OCLC. The apparent decline in the use of Bradley resources

may be the result of two factors. Perhaps the ever-increasing size of tne

OCLC'database made verification from printed resources at Bradley, such as

NUCp, less necessary. Also, staffing shortages at IVLS probably lead to this

time-consuming-step being used as little as possible.

The apparent increase in searchessof the Peoria Public collection to pull

and check out books may be due to the total retrospective conversion under-

taken by that library. OCLC requests, on the other hand, seem to have de-

29
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cline& Since OCLC requests initiated by IVLS always go outside the System,

this may indicate that more requests were being filled from inside the. IVLS

area. Also, .by 1982, another major research collection - Western Illinois

University Library - was available for direct check out over LCS, so requests

to them also bypassed the OCLC ILL subsystem.

Pre - Protect Interlibrary Loan Costs

The per request labor costs of interlibrary loan in 1980'can best be

determined by adding library staff costs per request to IVLS staff costs per

request. The labor costs of operating the ILL department may be prorated on a

per request basis using the average monthly labor costs for the whole depart-

ment multiplied by the percent of staff time spent on activities not recorded

by the transaction study - approximately 28.5% according to the worklog

study-'and divided by the average monthly request rate. The final labor

factor is the supervisor's time, since the head of Information Services spent

approximately 10% of her time working with the ILL department. Table VII-G

below summarizes all the identifiable costs of the ILL operation before Proj-

ect libraries begaa using the OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem.

4
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TABLE VTI7G

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS

Paper Requests Processed by IVLS

Staff Costs

Description

Library request preparation

IVLS staff request processing
Library receipt/return

IVLS general departmental activities
(28.5% of total staff cost)

IVLS supervision of department
(10% of supervisor's salary)

Staff benif its

(11%. of *11 staff costs)

TOTAL STAFF COSTS

Other Costs

Per Request

. S .77

S .85
S .45

S .68

S .89

S..40

.$4.04

Description Monthly, Per Request

ILL papa form -- S .05
OCLC charges

($1.20 times 20.14% of requests) -- S .2417
OCLC terminal eaintenance $ 33.00 S .0197
OCLC modem fee' $ 50.00 S. .0298

Printer maintenance S :9.00 $ .0173
Equipment amortisation

2
$ 45.00 S .0268

LCS telecommunications'charges
3

$231.00 $ .1377
Talsphose service charges $ 40.26 S .0240
Loos distance charges 5130.34 S .0777
Postage

In
S 21.12 S .0126

Postal insurance S 6.25 S .0037
Photocopy charges S 35.00 S .0209
Printer paper S 10.00 S .0060

TOTAL N0N4TAFT COSTS $ .6679

TOTAL COST PER REQUEST S4.71

All costs are for 1980. Monthly costs ITO divided by 1677, the
average number of requests per month in 1980. All OCLC costs are based on
ILLINET charges.

1
IVLS had two terminals, one modem, so this figure is half the modem

fees.

2
Ten year amortization on OCLC terminal and printer.

3
The LCS terminal is provided by the State free -of- charge and without

maintenance fees to the System. Telecommunications, however, were paid.

4
All long distance charges to or from the ILL department line. Li-

braries charged calls to tVLS on a credit card supplied and paid by IVLS.

The only major cost that is not estimated here. is the delivery system -

vans, drivers, gas, etc. - that IVLS runs among the libraries. The roportion

of this cost that should be attributed to ILL service (as opposed to film

BEST
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delivery, reference and other services) would be difficult to determine.

Since this service would remain, the same regardless of the ILL communications

system used it has not been added'in either case.

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS - LIBRARY ONLINE REQUESTS'

Library Worklog Study - Description

In January of 1981, all Project libraries with in-house terminals were

trained in ILL subsystem use. At that.time, this included the ten host li-

braries and two guest libraries which had public access terminals. As other

guest libraries got public access-terminals, they were also trained. In.addi-

tion, two guest libraries were trained to use a shared dial access terminal

for interlibrary loan. The four partial participants had already been using

the subsystem.

By the end of/1981, OCLC libraries in IVLS were sending more than twelve

thousand requests. online. This heavy ute of OCLC by the Project participanti

shifted some of ttfle ILL costs from the System headquarters to the local li-

braries. The ampupt of staff time needed in the libraries, both to send and

to respond.to:requests increased.

In order:to measure the'library staff time needed for ILL after the use

of the .00LC subsystem began, a worklog study was undertaken in the fall of

1981, after libraries had had time to gain some facility in the new pro-

cedures. Each library was asked to record, for four weeks, time spent at the

terminal and, doing OCLC- related work. Most libraries chose to spread this

data gathering over four months, using one week from each month, from Sep-

tember, 1981 to January of 1982. A couple of libraries preferred to do all

four weeks of data gathering at once. Twenty-four libraries participated in

this study. Some libraries did not have terminals in-house but had arranged

32
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to have their interlibrary loan done by their host library. In this case, the

,host libraries kept track of terminal activities. All libraries kept track of

time spent on,ILLrelated activities away from the terminals.

Nonterminal operations related to lending were also recorded on .worklogs

during the four week study. The items included not only actions taken to fill

OCLC requests, 'but also the time .needed for processing phone requests (from

libraries or System) and ALA paper. requests which libraries were receiving

because their holdings symbols were on OCLC.

The forms used to collect the data are attached to this report as Appen

dix F. Timing was done by stopwatches. Staff Members were told.to start the

stopwatch as they began each operation before a search request was entered

on the terminal. The timing was completed when the entire operation was done.

In these terms, a new request began when the first'search was entered and was

completed when the request was sent and/or printed or when the search was

abandoned.' Thus; initiating a, single new request may have involved trying

several search keys and/or examining several related records for holdings

information, as well as actually preparing 'the online request form and making

any necessary notes.

Wring data analysis, 1980 level salaries were used so results would be

comparable to earlier studies. However, 1981 OCLC charges were used to obtain

total costs because they were more typical of OCLC costs during the Project as

a whole than the much lower 1980 costs.

Costs of Library Borrowing on OCLC

There were 945 new ILL requests searched in the library worklog study. A

little'over 14% were not found on the database. These were presumably sent to

the System Interlibrary Loan Department for further investigation or returned

33
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to the patron for further information. Of the 86% found on OCLC, 625 or 66%

of all titles sought were requested over the ILL subsystem. The remaining 187

were not, requested over OCLC. Some libraries preferred to make local requests

by telephone rather than over the terminal. Also, if holdings were few and/or

remote they may have preferred to send requests to IVLS. Table VII-H below..

shows the request initiation pattern with staff time and costs involved.

TABLE VII -0

LIBRARY WORKLOG STUDY RESULTS
Online ILL Requests Sent: Time and Salaries

/ Percent
Action / 2111aLTELL Cost /Request Salary Level .c. Sample

Item found, no CAC request sent 2.79 5 .267 5 5.74/hr. 15.90

Item found, no OCLC request sent,
1

. printout made . .2.27 .253 6.69/hr. ; 3.3%

Item found, OCLC request sent 5.63 .711 7.58/hr. .!.0.5%

Item found, OCLC request sent,

printout made 4.92 .548 5.68/hr. 35.62

Item not found 2.36 .265 5.74ihr. k.1%
i

The total number of new UI.4 requests recorded in the study was 945. One recorded
operation included the total time from initiating the first search to completing terminal
work for the item. A "search" therefore could include the use of several OCLC search keys,
as well as recording the results.

4.

Finding an item on the database took.an average of 2.79 minutes. Finding

it and sending a request took about 5.63 minutes. This indicates that once an

item is located ou the database, the actual request initiation - filling out

and producing the online ILL form - takes about 2.84 minutes. The search

itself seems to take less time (2.36 minutes rather than 2.79) if it is not

successful. Also as was noted in the cataloging studf, using a printer saves

time, about 19% of the time needed to search and record the results and 12% of

the time needed to search and send a request.

Initiating the request of course autotittically involves the library in

later updating operations on the terminal. During the study 1,131 such bor-

rowerupdate operations were recorded.

34
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TABLE VII -L

LIBRARY WORKLOG STUDY RESULTS
Borrowing Library Updates

Minutes Cost Salary Rate Percent

Message file search 1.20 .112 $5.60/hr. 3.6%
Message file search, printout 1.22 ..115 $5.66/hr. 3.6%

ELL number search .93 .094 $6.06/hu. 15.9%
ILL number search, printout 1.72 .147 $5.13/hr. 36.2%

Other search 1.99 .269 S8.11/hr. 1.3%
Other search, printout 1.51 .161 S6.40/hr. .6%

Search unspecified 3.43 .346 $6.05!hr. 16.1%
Search unspecified, printout 4.56 .360 $4.74/hr. 2.6%

RepLy to conditional answer 2.17 .247 $6.83/hr. .1%

(N-1131)

This table jives a breakdown of online interlibrary loan activity by libraries
acting as borrowers. The breakdown is by the type of search used and whether a
printout was made.

The worklog study did not isolate the exact activity, such as receipt,

return, or information search, but.-simply identified operations by the li-

brary's role as "borrower" and by the type of search made. The most popular,

das well as the fastest way to access the borrowing record was to search by the

unique "ILL" number assigned to each transaction. Very few borrowing updates

were started from the messLge file. The most time-consuming operations were

those where the operator did not specify on the report sheets the kind of

search made.

The average time for a borrower-related activity (other than initiation)

was 1.75 minutes at a cost of $.165. For each new request initiated on OCLC

during the study (625) there were 1481 borrower-related updates. At first

this numb,..ir may seem out of line because when an item is received through an

online request, that request should be updated once to indicate receipt and

again to indicate return - or *at least two updates per request initiated.

Some factors that may lower this to an average of 1.81 are expired or unfilled

requests, cancelled requests, photocopy requests where only receipt is re-

cur, rri I "If

4 kj 10 ,t j.
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corded, and requests where receipt and return updates are done as a single

fr.

operation. Finally, this study did not track individual requests but rather

recorded four weeks worth of terminal work, so exact per-request counts cannot

be established. If, however, 1.81 updates per request can be taken as an

average, the staff cost of this updating activity is approximately $.30 per

40CLC request initiated.

The online interlibrary loan process in the libraries involved several

non - terminal operations. First, a staff member must get the information from

the patron, and possibly .do some preliminary verification - particularly in

guest libraries. (In libraries with public terminals, patrons sometimes

located the title themselves and then gave the information to a staff member -

perhaps even including the OCLC number.) For those requests sent .over the

terminal, 'the library might still keep a paper record of the transaction that

would be filed. For those items which are received, some of the pre-OCLC

steps would still be followed as well - patron notification,echeck out, check

in and shipping back to the lender. Times and frequencies for these opera-

tions were obtained'in the transaction study of pre-OCLC operations (see Table

VII-C) .

The library worklog study suggests three patterns of borrowing which use

OCLC. Fif< the completely online transaction with an OCLC search, initia-

tion and updating as well as other steps outlined above. For other requests,

the borrowing library verified the item on OCLC but chose to make the request

another way - by phoning a lccal holding library or by sending a paper request

to IVLS headqualcers. Finally, items not found on OCLC may have been returned

to the patron for further information or sent to, IVLS on paper requests. The

tables below outline the costs for these three options...
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TABLE VII-J

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS
Requests Sent by Libraries on OCLC

Description Minutes

Patron interaction

OCLC search and request
OCLC updates (1.81 per request)
Filing forms
Patron notification
Check out.

Renewal
Check in
Return
OCLC use charges

OCLC.annual fees
OCLC terminal amortization

4.45.,

5.03

3.17

,83
1.80

1.005

3.321

1.680

.988

TOTAL COST

AMY

Percent Average
Cost/Item of Items _Cost

S .380 100.0% S .380
S .574 100.0% S .574

100.0% S' .299S .299,

94.4% S .063S .067N,
$ .132 72.8% $ .096

70.4% S .052S .074

3 106149. 1.9% 3 .001
S 59.4; S 483
3 .069.

S 1.20 1

81,1: S i:0,2536

00.0%
S .54 100.0% S .64
3 .18 100.0% S .18

i 3.624

Salary costs are based on 1980 salaries in order to be comparable to manual
studies. Other charges are at 1981 rates. OCLC'annua fees reflect the cost to an
Illinois library for one terminal and one modem. This cost is prorated by the amount
of time in the study used for ILL activities (51%). divided by the average number of
ILL searches done on a Project terminal during 1981 (104'0, Terminal amortization is
based on the same allocation of terminal time and on a 10-year amortization of the
1981 terminal coat ($3,700). Time needed for OCLC terminal operations are averaged
for operatidas with and without a printer.

TABLE VII -K

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS
Requests Searched on OCLC but Sent as Paper Requests to IVLS

Description. Minutes Cost/Item
Percent
of Items

Average

Cost

Patron interaction 4.45 S .380 100.0% 8 .380
OCLC search 2.55 S .265 100.02 S .265
Filing form .83 S .067 94,4% S .064
Form to IVLS 1.08 S .089 100.0%" S .089
IVLS costs (See Table VII-0) S 3.354 100,0% S 3.354
Receipt and file updatep 2.54 S .185 81.1% S .150
Patron notification 1.79 S .132 72.8% $ .096
Check out 1.00 S .074 70.4% S .052
Renewal' 3.32 $ .636 1.9% S .012
Check in 1.68 S .119 69.4% S .082
Return of item .988 S .069 75.3% S .052
OCLC annual fees S .64 100.0% S .64
OCLC terminal amortization S .18 100.0% S .18

TOTAL COST
$ 5.4[6

111.11
Salary costs are based on 19d0 salaries in order to be comparable to manual

studies. Other charges are at 1981 rates. OCLC annual fees reflect the cost to an
.Illinois library for one terminal and one modem. This cost is prorated by the amount
of time in the study wined for ILL activities (51%), divided by the average number of
tLL searches done on a Project terminal during 1981 (1047). Terminal amortization is
based on the same allocation of terminal tine and on a 10-year ,amortization of the
1981 terminal cost ($1,700).

Average search time and cost regardless of whether the item was found.
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TABLE VII -L

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS
Requests Searched on OCLC and Filled by Telephone Calls

Description Minutes Cost/Item
Percent

of items
"Average
Cast

Patron interaction 4.45 6 .380 100.0% $ .380
OCLC search'. 2.69 S 7.264 100.0% S .264
Telephone calls2

1.90 S .172 115.0% S .198
Telephone long distance charges 3

S .078 S .078
Receipt and file updates 2.54 ' S .185 81.1%

*
S .150

Patron notification 1.79 S .132 72.8 %,. S .096
Check out 1.00 $ .074 70.4% S .052
Renewal 3.32 S .636 1.9% S .012
Check in 1.58 S .119 69.42 S .082
Return of item .988 S .069 75.3% S .052
OCLC annual fees 3 .64 100.0% S .64
OCLC terminal amortization S .18 100.0% S .18

TOTAL COST
6' 2.184

Salary costs are based. on 1980 salaries in order to be comparable to manual
studive. Other charges are at 1981 rates. OCLC annual fees reflect the cost to an
Illinois library for one terminal and one modem. This cost is prorated by the amount
of time in the study used for ILL activities (512), divided by the average number of
ILL searches done on a Project terminal during 1981 (1047). .Terminal amortization is
based on the same allocatl.on of terminal time and on a 10-year amortization of the
1981 terminal cost ($3,700).

1
Average search time and cost for found items regardless of whether printer

was used.

2
The transaction study of the IVLS interlibrary loan operations shows that

requests filled by phone took an average of 1.13 calla per request.

3
Long distance charges ars estimated based on the IVLS headquarters experience.

Libraries filling by phone would normally prefer non-toll calls. so this estimate may
be high.

The balance of these methods varied from library to library. The library

worklog study showed .33.8% of items searched on OCLC did not generate new

requests. In the last half of 1981 the System received 2,171 paper requests

from Project libraries which also used the OCLC terminal to sand 4,245 online

requests. At this time about- a third of the requests from libraries were

being sent to IVLS on paper forms and two thirds directly to other libraries

through the terminals. The percentage of online requests varied from less

than 1% to 66% in different libraries. Special libraries sent nearly all

requests over OCLC. Among the public libraries, the smaller libraries had a

tendency to send a lower proportion of requests over OCLC (5 31%) while

'larger libraries used OCLC for anywhere from 21% to 66% of their requests.
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No continuous count was kept pf requests filled by direct telephone calls
a

between local libraries. HoweVer, for one month (May, 1982) libraries were

Basked to keep a log of borrowing and lending activities which were not on the

OCLC ILL subsystem. (See Appendix G for the forms and instructions used,)

The results of this brief survey indicate that for .every 19 paper requests

sent by OCLC libraries, one request was filled by a telephone call'by the

requesting library. 37X' of these phone requests were made to IVLS headquar-;

ters, indicating that they were made 'for rush requests rather than as an.

effort to contact holding libraries directly.

The proportion of requests sent by each method - over OCLC, by phone or

by paper to IVLS - would depend on many factors that vary by library, by the

type of request and over time in each library. Some of these may be the

budget (how many OCLC use charges can the library affoid), staff time, hold-

ings locations, whether the bibliographic record was found, the type of ma-
.

0
terial, the ILL workload at .the time, and the urgency of the request.

Costs of Lib;sx_hvIstim222E2

During the library worklog study, 641 pending requests were answered by

the libraries - approximaLely the same as the number of tequests (625) sent

over OCLC. .Table VII-M below shows the distribution and coots of the initial'

answers to "pending" requests.

updates.

Table VII-N shows the other lending-related
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TABLE VII -M

BEST COPY
LIBRARY WORKLOG STUDY RESULTS

Lender Responses to Pending Requests

Minutes Cost
Answer Per Response Per Response

Yes 2.94 $ .290
No .975 ti* .072

Conditional 2.06 $ .300
Future Date 1.01 $ .116

Average 1.95 9 .191

(N0641)

Percent of
Salary late Pending Requests

$5.92/hr.
34.43/hr.

S8.73/hr.
S6.89/hr.

$5.38/hr.

47,7%

32.0%
3.1%

17.2%

TABLE VII -N

LIBRARY,WORKLOG STUDY RESULTS
Lending-Related Updates and Other Searches

Minutes Cost Percent
Type of Search/Printout Per Operation Per Operation Salary Rate of ';pdates

Massage filo search 1.41 $ .147 36.26/hr. 2C.3%
Message file search. printout 1.17 S .111 55.69/hr. 20.8%

ILL number search .88 S .116 57.91/hr. 25.1%
ILL number search, printout 1.48 S .130 55.27/hr. 18.8%

Other :,arch 2.13 .306 98.62/hr. 4.3%
Other search. printout 1.61 .168 $6.26/hr. .3%.

Search unspecified 2.56 S .242 S5,67/hr. .8%
Search unspecified. printout 1.66 S .130 $4.70 /hr. 1.5%

Average 1.28 S .136' S6.38/kr.

(N01036)

6

When a request is received aver.00LC, a library has five options, It Can

agree to lend the item and answer "yes" to the request. This response will

involve the library in further work (check out and shipping) and future OCLC

updates. On the other hand, the library may answer "no" to the request and

have no further work to do. If the material is available.only under cercain

conditions such as a charge or inlibrary use, the potential lender may give a

"conditional" answer and await a response by the borrowing library. If the

borrowing library accepts
6
Ate. nonditione,, a "'yes(' or "no" response may still

be made. If the maierial.is not ptesently iphouSe but is expected back, the
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library may' specify a "future date" for the loan request to be retried - if it

has not been file-by then. If the request eventually comes back on the

retry date, "yes" and "no"'are still available As responses. Finally, .the

library may not respond at all. A request will beheld four days, then it ho

response is received it will'be routed to another potential tender: ;.

A Vyes" answer to pending requests is the most time-consuming, but not

the Nost expensive since the "conditional" answers required more 'highly paid .

staff. "No" answers required less time on.several counts. First, it' takes

much less terminal, time to enter the response. Secondly, 37% of "no" ansvers

Were 4began with a message file request, wiumeas only 17% of "yesw answers,

began that way. It seemslikely that. some of these answers were givenewhen .
.4Pb

the request was first examined, without checking the library collection. This

could occur if the operator knew the item was unavailable or library policy

dictated that it not be lent to other libraries.

.

Nearly half the updates and other uses of the ILL subsystem for lending-

related activities were begun through a message file search - which is gen-

erally dmfirst encounter a library has with incoming requests. For most

libraries a message file'search and printout of pending items (for a shelf

check) would proceed any response to "pending" requestst Later updates, in-

cluding many answers to pending requests, would .be as likely to start through

the unique ILL number search or other search keys. Lending operations begun

with an ILL number search seem to be the fastest, particularly if no printout

was needed. They were not, 'however, the least expensive. Message file

searches with printouts, probably a routine printing out of pending requests,

were done at a low salary rate.

The total staff cost for lending-related terminal operations may be

estimated for this group of libraries using the assumption that the balance of
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operations found.in the study is typical.4 Taking the "yes" answer as the

base, a library will receive 2.09 pending requests for each one answered

"yes." For every yes answer there will be .67 "no" answers, .07 "conditional"

answers and .36 "future date" answers given.. Also, for every4t-em lent ("yes"

answer) there will be an average of 3,.39 other times the library will access

the ILL files related to lending activit ies - to check the pending file,

update records or check on record status. The total terminal-related staff

time for these various lending operations is 8.44 minutes at a cost of $.46.

Milt number multiplied.ty the number of. items lent approximates the cost to

Project libraries for terminal operations related to lending. This summary

applies only to the balance of operations experienced in these 1Taries

overall during the worklog study. Such a cost estimate must vary grea6br for

libraries that receive more or fewer requests.

Table VII-0 below-combines terminal and non-terminal activity for an ILL

request received over the OCLC terminal. It includes all .lending-related

activities so the final average cost indicates the cost to thelibrarifor.all

lending interactions 'relative to the number of "yes" answers given.
. .

TABLE VII-0

LIBRARY WORKLOG STUDY RESULTS
Summary of Lending Coats in Libraries

?ercent Average

ILL Operation Minutes Cost Per "Yes" Cost

"Yes" answer on OCLC 2.94 ,. $ .290' .100.0% S .290

"No" answer on OCLC ' .975 1 .072 57.0% S .348

"Conditional" answer on OCLC 2.06 s .300 5.5% S .020

"Future date" answer on OCLC 1.01 S .14 35.9% S' .342

Other lending access/updates 1.28 S :136 338.5% S .460

Checking catalog and shelves
.,

1.38 S.116 142.2% 5 .165

ChecU
en.

ng circulation files 1.56 S .120 , 54.9% So.066

Updating paper files (check out and
check ins, etc.) %1.35 $ .117. 268.0% S .314

Padking, shipping, placing on route, etc'. 1.86 S .159 .. 95.8% S .152

Miscellaneous investigation, overdues, etc'. 2.34 S .228 13.5% S .C15

PETAL COST 51.1"2

VIMAIM.
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If the request was received on an ALA form the cost would be approxi-

mately $.91-as opposed to $1:53,for requests received online. The cost to

processa telephone request would be approximately $.90. 'These coats do not

include postage or mailing supplies for out-of-state fills. Also, preliminary,

.investigatio ,'indicated that very few photocopy request, were received by

Project libraries,
4

requests.

.

so no attempt was made to study the cost of filling such

l

INTERLIBRARY LOAN COSTS - COMPARISON

The total costs of borrowing materials - both for the borrowing library
.

and for,,IVLS - are compared in Table. VII-P.

O

TABLE VII -P

INTERLIBRARY LOAN BORROWING COSTS
Comparison of ILL Methods Studied

atial
Paper request to IVLS, no

Come to

Library .

Per Request

'Rost to

System Total Cost,
Per Request Per Request

.Librar,

Statf Time
Per Request

online activity at likrary t 1.36 S 3.35 S 4.71 S 15.18 min.

Oniline request sent by
library S 3.62 - S 3.62 S 17.48 mini.

Online search by library,
paper request sent to
System S 2.07 $ 3.35 S 5.42 $ 14.90 min.

Online search by library,
request by telephone . S 2.18 - $ 2.18 S 15.37 min....

AllAabor costs are based on 1980 salary Levels plus 11% for benefits. Al OCLC
costs are based on 1981 ILLINET charges for OCLC use.

The least

OCLC to locate

expensive way to borrow materials was for the library to use

local, holding libraries and then to arrange the loan through a

atelephone call. Of course, this method could only be used if local holding

codes were found and if
e

evidence suggests that,

the library, involved accepted telephone requests. The

although this procedure was popular in some libraries,

4 a mL rnIMM aMIES sua6,aamo.......1.. .aa.a.rras .A..a.ImadaLadMMAIVILAINIORYdliMVIMIlIatili
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it accounted for very little of the Vital ILL traffic initiated by System

libraries.

Aside from telephone loans,

requests sent by the libraries.

to the library's budget." About

the least expensive method overall was online

Unfortunately, this method shifted all costs

half this cost was a clearly identifiable item

oh, the :library's OCLC, bills' the ILL per-requept charge. As such it may

have represented a stilmblintt blink to librarietyloing more of their own re-
,.

quests onlini.

The System recognized the importance of libraries continuing online ILL

use and the resulting alleviation, of System costs? After. Project' support

ended in July 1982, IVLS offered libraries a subsidy to repay part of the

per-request charge in order to encourage continued local online borrowing. In

view of the results of this study, such a subsidy or other support for local

online interlibrary loan operations would benefit both the local library and

any centralized agency providing interlibraty loan'serviees.

EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT
ON RESOURCE SHARING PATTERNS

Interlibrary Loan Requests Sent

During the years of the Project: there were several changes in the re-
,

:source sharing patterns of IVLS libraries. As was mentioned before, it is

impossible to establish whether these changes are entirely due to the local

library use of OCLC or, to other factors such as the establishment of a state-

wide delivery system, which decreased the turnaround time from out-of-System,

instate sources, Even the influence of the OCLC Project itself could be due

to at least three, face's of the egporimentr the use by most libraries of the

OGLC ILL subsystem in-house (beginning in 1981); the retrospective conversion
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projects which put all holdings on the database for 1975 or later publications

in the participating libraries and the installation of public access terminals

in most Project libraries, highlighting resource availability for patrons (see

Report No. 6). .A fourth, intangible factor introduced by the Project was the

effect OCLC use had on the library's image for patrons and staff. This visi-

ble, online connection with a larger world ofl.ibraries and technology may

have encouraged pecible to use more freely services which had always been

offered thiough the System.

In genetal, the use of interlibrary loan by IVLS libraries increased over

the period of the Project. Figure VII-2 below shows that, from 1980 through

1983, except for two quarters, the total recorded interlibrary loans in the

System increased every quarter in comparison to the same quarter the previous

year. The figure shows all the ILL requests sent to IVLS headquarters on a

paper fotm, and all online requests initiated by libraries. Requests from all

seventy-two System libraries are included, not just the 33 Project libraries.

Not included are any requests made by phone from library to library. Some of

these did take place among Project libraries, but no.accurate record of them

is available.
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FIGURE VII-2
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This graph shots the total III requests initiated each quarcer in compulsion with she same

quarter in other years. All poser of online YIL requests from ill II/LS libraries are

included.

The interlibrary loan requests made by libraries can be broken out la two

ways - paper requests versus OCLC requests, and requests from OCLC libraries

(regardless of communications media) versus those from ron-OCLC. libraries.

Table VII-Q below gives these breakouts for yearly totals.
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TABLE VII -Q

INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS IN ILLINOIS VALLEY LIBRARY SYSTEM

. . 1980 1981 '19 1983

,-.

Ail ILL Requests Sent

PAPER REQUESTS

24,717
i

25,6,30 30,037,

-,

i'

32,819

From OCLC Libraries
From non-OCLC libraries

16,993
2,363

10,187
3,252

11,021
4,372

13,720
4,406

All libraries 19,356 13,439 15,393 18,126

OCLC ETZEL1
Pre-Project OCLC Libraries 4,694 4,592 5,224 6,885
Project libraries. 667 7,599 9,420 7,598

All OCLC libraries 5,361 12,191 14,644 14,483

210STS FROM OCLC LIBRARIES
Paper requests 16,993 10,187 11.021 13,720
OCLC requests

.

5,361 12,191 14,644 14,483

All requests from OCLC libraries 22,354 22,378 25,665 28,203mi INION
This group of tables gives annual totals of ILL requests initiated by the 72 IVLS

libraries in several breakdowns. Paper requests are those sent on paper forme to IVLS
headquarters and processed (here. OCLC Libraries include all Project participants (33)

10) plus two other OCLC libraries that did not parricipate in the Project, but which sent
sem% ,equsots online. Pre-Projeci OCLC libraries are these two plus fonr Project
pattiel participants -three acatemiC libraries and one public. Project libraries are
the full Project participants. S,,me of these used OCLC ILL before training in 1981
because staff members already knew the ILL subsystem from earlier jobs. OCLC requests
unt frost System headquarters itaftWare not counted since they are the meat of
paper requests from libraries.

From 1980 to 1981 the total number of interlibrary loan requests gen-

erated by System libraries grew by 913 1:c:quests, an increase of 3.7%. Most of

this increase (889 requests) came from paper request sent to IVLS from non-

OCLC libraries. 1981 was the yeltr /hen most of the OCLC Project participants
I

began using ,the ,ILL subsystem, yet that change in' methods does not seem to

have .infected their total ILL user They did not experience-any significant

growth, much less match the 38% increase of requests from non-OCLC Libraries.

1981 was also the year during which most Project libraries accomplished the

retrospective conversion of their recent holdings (1975+) to the OCLC data-

base. This increase in availability of local resources may have cut down on

delivery time and increased patron satisfaction and demand, but this factor

would have affected interlibrary loan service in all libraries, whether they

were on OCLC or not.

47
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There are two possible, but unverifiable, explanations for the apparent

lack of growth in OCLC library interlibrary loan rates. The first is that

OCLC libraries, having identified local holdings over OCLC, may have secured

the material through a telephone call rather than an online or paper request.

Telephone loans are not shown in these statistics. The second possible ex-

planation is the practice of reciprocal borrowing. This policy, shared by all

IVLS Libraries, insured that library cards from any library would be honored

in any other library. Patrons of OCLC libraries, when informed that a title

was held by another nearby library, may have gone there themselves rather than

use ILL services.

Quarter

TABLE VII -R

RECIPROCAL BORROWING IN IVLS

Number of
Reciprocal Loans

Percent Increase
Over Previous Year

1980

1981

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

21,956
21,088
25,167
22,087

3rd 32,245 46.9%

4th 31,983 51.72

1982, 1st 39,141 55.5,
2nd 31,510 42.7%

3rd 31,225 - 3.2%
4th 34,848 9.0%

1983 1st 39,811 1.7%

2nd 35,662 13.2%

3rd 31,226 .0.0%
4th 31,098 5.5%

Beginning in July 1980, each IVLS public library reported to the
System the number of items checked out directly to patrons of other li-
braries. These figures are a comparison of those statistics.

Table VII-R above indicates that there was a large increase in reciprocal

borrowing during the latter half of 1981 and the beginning of 1982. Unfor-

tunately, earlier statistics are not available to show whether this increase

was a normal rise that eventually reached a plateau or whether it was an

unusual rate of change.. It is not wholly unreasonable, however, to attribut9,

at least part of this increase to increased patron knowledge of holdings in

libraries outside their own and awareness of their library's place in a net-

work.
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The introduction of online ILL requests in January, 1981, affected the

OCLC libraries in another way. Although the lumber of recorded requests they

generated, remained virtually the same, the method shifted from paper requests

to online requests. All of the growth in online requests in 1981 came from

the new OCLC libraries rather than those which had been using OCLC (and online

ILL) before the Project. Over the year, online requests accounted for 54% of

reque is sent by OCLC libraries.

During 1982, Project libraries finished the retrospective conversion

0 projects. In July of 1982, Project support of OCLC use ended, and six small

and one medium-sized public libraries dropped OCLC membership. In addition,

the largest public library, although it continued to use OCLC, did not send

ILL requests online after June, 1982.

The number of ILL requests in the System grew by 4,407 in 1982, an in-

crease of 17.2%. Despite the cessation of Project support in mid-1982, 75% of

this increase came from OCLC libraries, and 75% of these additional 3,287

requests (2453) were sent online, a 20% increase. over their online requests

for the previous year. Paper requests also grew during 1982, 8% for OCLC

libraries and 34% for non-OCLC libraries. In terms .of growth rate, however,

the non-OCLC libaries once again outstripped their automated neighbors by

increasing ILL requests by 34% (1,120 requests) compared to the 15% (3,287

requests) increase by OCLC libraries. Once again, reciprocal borrowing and

telephone borrowing may account for some of this apparent difference. Another

factor that increased non-OCLC library interlibrary loan activity was the

admission to the System at the end of 1980 and the beginning of 1981 of 10 new

school libraries, only two of which joined the Project. Non-OCLC library

request increases in 1981 owe alot to the new school system members, but the

1982 increase came chiefly from public libraries, as shown below:
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Non-OCLC Library ILL Requests

1980-1981 1981-1982 1982-1983

1980 1981 Difference 1982 Difference 1983 Difference

Schools 205 941 + 736 1,358 + 417 1,383 + 25

'Others 2 158 2,311 + 153 3,014 + 703 3,023 + 9

Total 2,363 3,252 + 889 4,372 +1,120 4,406 34

In 1983, however, there was very little growth. in ILL requests from

non-OCLC libraries of any type. In total requests generated in the IVLS area,

there was a 9.3% increase in 1983 over 1982 (2,782 requests). Virtually all

of this came from OCLC libraries which had a 9.9% increase in interlibrary

loans. The method 'used, however, -had shifted back slightly to paper re-

quests - the number of online requests initiated actually declined, and all

the growth was in payer requests. This was the first full year of libraries

paying all their own OCLC costs, so the need to save money by avoiding OCLC

ILL charges would have its full effect. In fact, the OCLC pre-Project 11.-.

braries, which had always paid their own OCLC bills, increased the number of ,

online requests in 1983.

The month-to-month change in ILL figures is shown in the three graphs

below, These numbers show the same general pattern of growth as the annual

statistics.
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The monthly, total of paper and online requests from all System ,libraries

from 1980 to 1983 was almost always higher than for the same month .II' the

previous year. Only 7 months showed a decrease, five of them summer months.

Paper requests on the whole were down every month in 1981 when compared with

the same month in 1980. Paper requests from non-OCLC libraries, however, were
3 r

0 A

up every month except July-and Adgust and were especially high in March'

through June, October and. November. In,November 1981 thpre were 603 requests

from non -OCLC, libraries as compared with 291 the previous year.

In 1982,monthly totals for paper requests were up each month (compared to

1981) except January and March-May. For non-OCLC libraries, every month

showed an increase, with the greatest increases coming in February and March,

continuing the trend from the end of 1981. .Increases for non-OCLC libraries
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continued through May of 1983' after which every month except September shOwed

a slight decrease. During the same 1982-83 period the total of paper requests

from all libraries increased in 17 of the 24 months..

The workload to the ILL department at System headquarters was temporarily

lowered by the use of online interlibrary loan in the libraries, but only when

all Project participants were subsidized for that use. Even before the sub-

sidy tapered off in July 1982, paper requests began to increase again. In'

1983, despite heavy use of the online system, total paper requests were only

slightly less than they had been in 1980; in fact, for four months in 1984 the

paper requests were higher than for the same months in 1980.

'Month-by-month online ILL statistics for Project libraries show a steady

increase in online ILL use after the initial jump when it was introduced in

January 1981. Use does not fall off in comparison to the previous year until

October 102, although full funding stopped in July 1982. From then on online

ILL, although it continued to be high, is less than the same month the pre-

vious year except for October and November of i983 which show very slight

increases.

Changing Patterns of ILL Activity

During the Project, we tried to examine other factors besides the number

of ill. requests initiated and the methods used to send them. The' transaction

study of manual interlibrary loan showed some patterns of requests and fills.

In addition, samples were taken of requests sent by the two major methods -

paper requests sent to IVLS headquarters and printouts of online ILL requests

initiated by Project libraries.
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Results from the Transaction Study (Fall 1980)

i
r a.

This study,. besides isolating costs, suggested some patterno of inter-
..

library loan activity in the System libraries. The fill rate for the whole

sample was 88.8% (366 items) by the time the study ended approximately 200

days after it began. This is the same as the fill rate on all requests proc-

essed at the System in 1980. Included in the 11.2% not filled are some that

were cancelled_, by the libraries rather than unfillable at IVLS. The type of

material requested broke down as:
o

Books/monographs 90.1% of requests (87.9% filled)'
Periodical articles 7.2% of aquests (100% filled)
Microfilm (generally genealogy) 2.7% of requests (93.1% filled)

Two time periods were examined in this study - the time for request forms

to reach the System from the libraries and the time between System request

receipt and library receipt of the item.

TABLE VII -S

MANSACT/ON STUDY RESULTS
Days for 'LLL Request Forms to Reach System

2172PaPsed Cumulative 2 Received

0 .7%

14.62

2 52.72

3 68.92

4 85.32

5 94.82

(N0402)

The days elapsed is the difference between the date the request is filled

out at the library and received at the System. including weekends and holidays.
to a few cases, requests were phoned to the System.

BEST COPY
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BEST COPY "
TABLE VII.T

TRANSACTION STUDY RESULTS
Days for ILL Requests to be Filled After Receipt at System

Days Elapsed Cumulative %.Filled

2 12.4%'
4 31.5%
6 51.2%
8 63.1%
10 65.8%
12 61,4%
16 75.71
20

. 41.7%0.
* 30 90.7%

S.

4,

(M0330)

las

The dayi elapsed is the difference betwesu the date IVLS received the 7.LL
request form and the date the library received the item, including weekendsand holidays. Only filled requests with both dates available are considered
here.

The chief factor in the first time period is the frequency of-Pick-up at

each library by,the System delivery van. This varied from daily delivery for

larger libraries to twice a week for the smaller ones.

.

Factors in the time needed for items to arril)...'in libraries are the

source of the fill-and the methods used to obtain the item. If the first

steps in the IVLS procedures are successful, not only is time saved at head-

quarters, but the request is filled locally so document delivery is speedier.

TABLE VII-U

TRANSACTION STUDY RESULTS
Sources of Material and Turnaround Time

Sources in IVLS

IVLS library (contacted by phone)
IVLS headquarters collection'
Route list to IVLS libritries
Bradley University Library
Purchase by IVLS
Peoria Public Library

All IVLS Sources

Percent Average
of Fills Turnaround

37.3%
10.1%

8.7%
8.1%

3.4%
1.7%

69.Z%

Sources Outside ;al
OCLC ILL request. 15.4%
Unit/falsity of Illinois (LCS) 9.9%
ALJ paper -request ,, 5.0%
Second OCLC ILL request 1.4%

All non-IVLS sources 76-3-1

(N0357)

6.6 days
15.2 days
17.1 days

4.2 days
39.6 days

10.6 days

18.6 days
9.8 days

47.6 days

1121AL+
1176rcwi

-00ssomOssmns.0.0

These figures are from filled requests only where the source of the
marerial was clearly indicated on the transaction form.
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Locating holdings and contaccinWIVLS librariesby phone is cledtly the

most frequent and one of the fastest methods. IVLS headquarteek collections,

are less accessible because many items are constantly on rotation to libraries

and must'be tracked down. Lists.of needed titles routed to the libraries are

slow because they are batched a).d responses from libraries are slowedb4by the

delivery time. The long, turnaround fok purchase, however, may .not be normal.

One of the 13 items obtained in this way was subject to unusual delays, ac

cording to the staff. Use of- the collection of the largest area library is

0

small and slow chiefly because, in order to keep the burden on this collection

total. minimum, this option is the last inSystem search used by System staff.

Stud X-2EL14242112(talfl2/211715/1131

The Illinois Valley Library Systdk retained . ,ies of all paper requests

processed by the headquarters staff. The requests were 'kept by quarter ac
,

cording to the date they were filled or cancelled. For the first quartet of

1978, through thc.eicond quarter of 1982, we pulled a random sample of 100

requests from each quarter. The folloWing information was recorded from each

form: li

Whether the request was RUSH
Type of material
Publicition date
Date request was,initiated by library
Date request was received at IVLS
Date filled or cancelled
Borrowing library (nonparticipants icy the Project were-grouped

together as,nothern
Borrowing library type
Number of libraries/sources queried

Request status (filled, cancelled, expired, etc.)
Lending library (Project libraries and major state sources weri

noted specifically, others in general categories)
Lending library type,
Lending library location
Successful method for filled requests (e.g., OCLC request, 'Telex,

ALA form)
Unsuccessful methods tried

56
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The coded sheets were keyed into a computer at Bradley University and

analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social. Sciences. The general

characteristics of the sample are .given below.

findings will be discussed later.

More detailed reports of the

Sample size (N) 1799

Rush requests 12% of sample
Type of material

Adult books 74.7%
Photocopies 12,9%
Juvenile books 5.3%
Microfilm 5;1%
Phono records 1.3%
Government documents .4%

Publication date
Unknown 12.5%
Pre -1900 4.3%
1900-1950 7.6%
1951-1960 4.6%
1961-1970 12.8%
1971-1975 18.6%
1976-1980 36.5%
1981-1982 340%

Borrowing, library

Project libraries
Non-Project libraries

83.9%
16.1%

Borrowing library type
Public 85.2%
School 4.8%
Special 4.4%
Academic . 3.8%
System Staff 1.7%

Status of request
Filled 85.4%
Reserved (hold placed on item in 3.1%

an 1VLS
Unfilled (item could not be located/ 7,7%

obtained)

Cancelled (request cancelled by li- 1.6%
brary or IVLS)

Expired (item not obtained before 1.1%
"need before" date)
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Lending library
IVLS/OCLC libraries 45.7%

Unspecified non-IVLS libraries 16.6%

Could not be determined 11.2%

University of Illinois *8.8%

Other state resource libraries 8.0%

IVLS headquarters collection 6.8%

IVLS'non-OCLC librarie 2.9%

Lending library type

Public library 39.7%

Academic library 29.9%

Illinois system 10.1%

Other 20.3%

Lending library location
IVLS 54.7%

Illinois R & R Centers 16.8%

Other Illinois 10.2%

Out-of-state 6.4%

SucCessful method used
Telephone request to IVLS

library 45.0%

Telex 13.3%

OCLC 10.1%

Route list to IVLS libraries 7.6%

Other 24.0%

Later in the report these figures will be examined more closely, pig-

ticularly in relation to the online ILL printouts and for evidence of change

over time.

Study of OCLC Interlibrary Loan Requests (1981 -1982)

After Project participants were trained on the ILL subsystem in January,

1981, they were requested to make a printout of each request either sent or

filled and send these to the Project office. The printout was made at the

point where the ILL transaction was most complete - that is, either the lent

item was received back or the borrowed item was returned to the lending li-

brary. If the library did not have a printer, the staff was asked to fill out

a paper form with the necessary information instead.
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The printouts were arranged by the date a request was initiated and a

random sample of 100 requests were pulled from each month from January, 1981

through May, 1982. The following information was obtained from each sampled

request:

Borrowing library
Request initiation date
Needgefore da te
Received date
Lending library
Due date

Publication date
Lending charges

Returned date
Borrowing library type

Borrowing library location
Whether the request was sent by a system on behalf of a library
Lending library type
Lending library location
Whether the item was obtained directly from the lender or through

a system

Whether a renewal was requested or granted
Type of material

Request status (filled, cancelled, etc.)

As a first step for analysis, the requests were divided into two over-

lapping categories - requests with an IVLS borrowing library and requests with

an IVLS lending library. Within these two categories, different variables

were examined. The general characteristics of the sample that included All

IVLS library borrowing are given below. The IVLS lending requests will be

covered in a later section.

Sample of Requests Initiated by IVLS/OCLC Libraries

Sample size 1391.

Borrowing library

Medium-sized public (5,000-50,000 pop.) 55.9%
Small public (0-5,000 pop.) 22.0%
Special 9.5%
Large public (50,000+ pop.) 6.9%
Academic 3.9%
School 1.8%
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Lending library
Medium IVLS/OCLC public library
Non-IVLS other libraries
University of Illinois Library
Bradley.. University Library

Other IVLS/OCLC academic libraries
Small IVLS/OCLC public libraries
Other state R & R Centers
IVLS headquarters collection
Peoria Public Library
Non-OCLC 1VLS libraries
Special libraries
School libraries

Publication date

Unknown
Pre -1900

1900-1949
1950-1959

1960-1969
1970-1974

4975-1980
1981-1982

28.0%
23.8%

9.7%
8.3%.

6.8%
6.5%

5.7%
2.7%

2.3%

1.1%

.9%

.4%

7.5%
i6%

4.1%
4.2%

11.8%

13.4%

46.9%
24.8%

Lending charge
No charge . 98.9%

Lending library type

Academic 40.9%

Public 44.8%

School ..5%

Special 1.9%

System 6.6%

Other/unknown 5.3%

Lending library location

IVLS 59.2%

Illinois R & R Centers 16.2%

Other Illinois 15.5%

Out-of-state 8.6%

Unknown .5%

Position 'of lending library in string

Average position 1.8

Type of material

Book
Photocopy
Other

Status

Filled
Unfilled

Cancelled
Other/unknown
Expired 60

94.1%
5.8%

.1%

94.7%
4.0%

.6%

.4%

.3%
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Age of item requested (request year minus publication year)

0 8.5%
1 15.9%
2 10.0%
3 8.6%
4 8.1%
5 5.1%
6-10 17.5%
11+ 26.3%

Fill Rates

Increased use of ILL services by library patrons could be the result of

increased awareness of its availability and a new image of the library as part

of an. extended network of resources. Sustaining and :building 'interlibrary

loan use, however, must also depend on good service as shown by high fill

rates and quick turnaround ,time.

Over the years preceding and during the Project, the rate for paper

requests sent to IVLS did not show any definite improvement or deterioration.

The figures below include all paper requests sent to the System during this

period, not just the sampled requests.
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BES
TABLE VII-V

FILL RATES
IVLS Paper Requests by Quarter

Sources for Fills

1979

1979

1979

1979

1980

1980

1980

1980

1981

1981

1981

1981

1982

1982

1982

1982

1983

1983

1983

1983

rter Fill aim. pas R & RI Illinois2 Out-of-State

Jan-March
April-June
July-Sept
Oct-Dec
Jan-March
April-June
July-Sept
Oct-Dec
Jan-March
April-June
July-Sept
Oct -Dee

Jan-March
April-June
July-Sept

Oct-Dec
Jan-March
April-June
July-Sept
Oct-Dec

N/A
N/A

88.6%

88.9Z
90.0%

87.0%
86.7%
87.1%
90.7%

82.6%
87.7%

89.5%
89.4%
86.8%
88.2%.
90.6%
89.5%
86.7%
90.8%

88.9%

59.2%
56.5%

N/A
55.4%
55.9%
52.4%
66.0%
64.7%
62.6%
60.6%
58.1%

59.0%
60.1%

56.0%
57.1%
62.0%
60.4%

50.3%
53.4%

55.1%

14.3%

21.9%
N/A

22.2%
22.0%

19.5%

19.9%
19.9%
18.6%

\ 16.5%
22.0%
22.7%
21.6%

.23.1%
22.0%

18.7%
20.62

18.7%
20.0%
21.2%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
9.1%

9.3%

10):97i1.(

11.9%

11.4%

10.6%

11.0%

111.71;0

12.1%

20.6%

17.0%

15.4%

N/A
N/A
A/A.

N/A
N/A
N/A
5.0Z

5.9%

8.6%

7.9%

127107:

6.9%

9.9%
. 9.2%

9.1%
6.8%

10.4%
9.7%

8.3%

111MENN.IIMMIIMININI

This table is based on the total IVLS headquarters interlibrary loan statistics
as reported to the Board. Ovir the years the report form has varied, so relevant
figures are not alvayr available. Fill rates are calculated by the number of
requests resolved in the time period (either.filled or cancelled). Pending requests
are not included,

Statistics for July 1980 through June 1981 did not specify the geographic source for
genealogical/microfilm materials. These requests have, therefore, not been included in
figuring either the fill rate or the fill source. After July 1981 such materials were
included is the general count and have, therefore, been included in the figures.

1

R & R refers to special Reference and Research Centers in the state of Illinois
which 'are used as prime sour.as for filling ILL requests.

2
This column refers to Illinois libraries excluding the IVLS area and the R & a

Centers.

The only clear pattern in fill rates is that it always dips in the April-

,.

June quarter. In this same quarter, the percent of items Obtained from IVLS

libraries also goes down. This 'most likely reflects the termpaper-related

requests that libraries get at this time which are more difficult to fill and

require more specialized resources. Also, at the end of the school year in

June, any pending requests for school libraries are cancelled and therefore

count as unfilled.
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or
One of the premises of the Project was that inputting a .large number of

local .holdings symbols to a shared database would increase the number of

requests filled locally. As far as requests processed by IVLS are concerned,

this does not seem to hold t.vue - the percent of fills from IVLS libraries did

not clearly increase over the time of the Project. (The increase from July

1980 to June 1981 probably occured because genealogy requests, which are

generally filled out-of-System, could not be counted in.) If anything, fills

from the other three sources4showed a gradual increase.

The reason for this unexpected stability in interlibrary loan sources may

be the decisions made in the OCLC libraries about which requests to do them-

selves and which to send to. the System. One of the larger public libraries,

for instance, had a policy that they would not lend or borrow out-of-state.

Items with no Illinois Locations were therefore sentto'IVLS which would then

request them from non-Illinois libraries. Another possible explanation is

that patrons at OCLC libraries may have used their reciprocal borrowing priv-

ileges to go to other local holding libraries themselves to obtain material

0

once it was located through a terminal. The reciprocal borrowing statistics

in Table VII-R indicate that this was an.important part of local resource

sharing that may have been greatly increased by the Project.

The sampling of OCLC ILL printouts for IVLS libraries as borrowers shows

a higher fill rate - 94.1% - than IVLS headquarters. Since IVLS used the same

resource as the libraries (OCLC) along with additional sources, this higher

rate of fills is almost certainly because any items that could not be located

on the terminal were sent to IVLS and therefore would not show up in the

printout study.' In fact, the stable fill rate at the System was maintained

despite the 'conditions created by the Project where many of the heaviest ILL

users were doing easy requests themselves and sending more difficult requests

and overload to headquarters.
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The high fill rate with online ILL in the libraries, whatever its source,

would have been an important factor in staff and patron satisfaction. Because

of the high participation of public libraries in the Project and in retrospec-

tive conversion (the two largest did complete recon projects), one would

expect the fill rate for publics to be highest. However, the highest fill

rate was for special libraries (99.2%) which had expected to have the most

trouble finding technical publications. Academic (98.1%) and school libraries

(95.8%) also had higher fill rates than the public libraries (94%).

The high fills- for special and academic are probably because of the high

participation of academic libraries in OCLC'nationwide. Also, the 80 phot-

ocopy requests in the sample had a higher fill rate than books and most of

these requests were for special and academic libraries.

The tower fill rate for public libraries may be explained by an examina-

tion of fill rates by publication dates. These rates run from 80% to 100% for

material published before 1975. From 1975 to 1980, the period covered by the

Project retrospective conversion, they start at 92.5% for 1975, rise to 97.9%

for 1977 then fall back to 93.4% for 1980. In the two most recent years, the

effect of popularity is more strongly felt and fill rates fall to 85% (1981)

and 75% (1982) despite the fact that all currently published materials held by

the Project libraries were in the database. Thus the relatively lower fill

rates for public libraries probably is attributable to the high number of

requests they sent for new and popular materials already circulating to pa-

trons of the owning libraries, rather than to a lack of holdings in the data-

base.
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Fill Method

The ILL department/ of IVLS experienced a series of changes in the methods

used for obtaining materials - the introduction of OCLC and the Project them-

selves were only two of these. The table and graph below illustrate these

changes over time, showing how various methods were adopted, used more or less

heavily to fill requests and then tapered off as newer methods superseded

them. The "phone" method itself involved at least two different technologies.

At first libraries in IVLS were called because their holdings were in a union

catalog or the IVLS staff member knew from experience that a particular li-

brary was likely to have an item. After the introduction of OCLC, some were

called because their holdings were online, but until the Project most local,

holdings were still located through the union catalog. After the Project

started. and particularly after recon projects were well underway OCLC became a

major source and telephone fills increased. Thus, although the Project did

not increase the percent of requests filled locally, it decreased the time

required to do so% It may also have decreased the cost and staff time since

filling by phone calls was quicker and more efficient both at IVLS and in the

libraries than using the route list.
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TABLE VII-W

Ouarter Telex Telephone

.IETHODS USED TO FILL ILL REQUESTS AT IVLS
Percent of Fills From Each Method

Route List .ALA Paper Purchase OCLC LCS 'Other (N. )

1978 1st 40.0% 48.4% 11.6% - - 95
2nd 36.8% 52.6% 10.5% - - 76
3rd 46.6% 38.4% 12:3% 2.7% - 73
4th 32.7% 50.0% 12.2% 5.1Z - - - 98

1979 lst 27.8% 45.6% 7.8% 1.1% 2.2% 15.6% - - ' 90
2nd 32.0% 46.0% 13.0% L.0% 4.0% . 4.0% 100

3rd 22.7% 58.0% 10.2% - 2.3% 3.4% 3.4 - 88
4th 16.9% 48.22 7.2% 1.2; 2.4% ° 15.7% 8.4% 83

1980 let t. 11.12 52.2% 10.0% - 5.6% 13.3% 7.8% 1.3% 90
2nd 1.1% 48.4% 6.52 10.8% 5.4% L4.0% 10.0% 5.0% 93
3rd - 48.2% 7.1% 12.9% 2.4% 18.8% L0.6% 85
4th - 54.4% 6.3% 3.8% 2.5% 16.5% 15.2% - 79

1981 1st - 40.0% 5.0% 20.0% 4.0% 13.0% lt.0% 100
2nd 61.4% 4.8% 12.0% - 10.8% 10.8% 83
3rd - 50.6% 6.9% 6.9% - 24.1% 8.02 - 87
4th - 62.27.' 4.9% 8.5% 9.8% 11.0% 3.7% 82

1982 let - 50.6% 6.9% 5.7% 21.3% 13.8% - 87
2nd - 59.0% 7.7% 5.1%

.

17.3% 10.3% 78

.111
This table and the graph below illustrate the different methods used to fill requests received at IVLS.

"Telephone" fills were made by calling IVLS libraries whose holdings were In the union catalog or, later. on
OCLC. The "Route List" was a list of needed books which was sent regularly to all IVLS Libraries. ALA forms
were used chiefly for genealogy and microfilm requests. LCS is an online circulation system used by the
University of Illinois and several other Illinois academic libraries. A terminal at IVLS was hooked into this
system.
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These figures reflect only the IVLS headquarters' methods. The actual

use of OCLC to fill requests in the area was, of course, a much higher percent

after the introduction of online ILL in Project libraries in January, 1981.,

Fill time

Besides the overall success rate, the time needed to fill requests may

also be important to both patron and staff satisfaction. This is certainly

true in academic, special and school libraries and sometimes- true in public

libraries. On the other hand, some public. libraries

cutting turnaround time by a few days did not make

cases. Often the patron would come to the 'library on

that, as long as the item arrived in time for one

visits, it was felt to be quick enough.

The transaction study reported earlier showed that, for the group of

transactions studied in late 1980, the average time needed at IVLS.to fill a

request was 13.36 days. The average turnaround as seen by the libraries was

16.2 days. The turnaround in library terms was affected by the delivery van

schedule - the number of days per week the library got delivery and so could

send in request slips and receive materials. In the comparisons of turnaround

time below this delivery factor is included. All calculations of elapsed time

include weekends and holidays.

The sample 'study of IVLS paper requests also gave turnaround times on

filled requests as shown in Table VII-X below.

staff members felt that

muchdifference in most

a set day of the week so

of the patron's weekly

67
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TABLE VII -X

MR

ti,I r
4

TURNAROUND TIME FOR PAPER REQUESTS

By Quarter

Da vs to Receive

quarter

252

'of, Fills

50%

of Fills
752

of Fills
90%

df Fills (N )

1978 1st 7 15 37 100 91

2nd 7 11 26 45 73

3rd 8 15 31 78 70

4th 9 .12 19 47 97

1979 1st 9 15 21 37 89

2nd 10- 16 24 52 93

3rd 7 -13 30 90 84

4th 7 16 26 40 30

1980 1st 7 11 22 40 37

2nd 9 17 32 70 38

3rd 8 16 38 71 33

4th 8 10 19 37 73

1981 1st 9 13 25 70 97

. 2nd 6 9 17 44 78

3rd 7 12 23 33 84
4th 7 9 17 50 90

1982 1st 8 11 19 45 88
2nd 7 11 19 42 77

Range 6-10 9-16 17-37 33-100

This table shows the number of days that elapsed after the-, patron's request
before the designalid percentage of requested itedii reached the library. The

dates of the patron's request and of the completion of work at IVLS were obtained
from the paper ILL form. The date of item delivery at the library was obtained
by adding to this the average van delivery time for the individual library. All
days are counted, not just weekdays.
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Coer the four and a half years studied, there is a,general decrease in

the turnaround time on ILL requests mediated by the System. Most of this

decrease is in the middle 50% of requests filled. In the firet, quartile; the

time needed for delivery limits the adount of.improvement that can be made.

An examination of the days needed at IVLS headquarters itself to fill, the

first 25% of requests. shows a range of 1-3 days for the first 18 months and a

range of'0-1 days for the last 18 months of the study.

Interlibrary loan requests sent online had a much faster turnaround time,

as shown in Table'V/IY below.

TABLE VII -Y

0 TURNAROUND, TINE FOR ONLINE REQUESTS

By Month

Days to Receive

Ourrtet
25%

of Fillo
50%

of Fills
75%

of Fills
901

of Fills (N )

1981 Jan 5 7 16 25 80
Feb 4 8 16 31 88
March 4 8 12 23 80
April 5 1 14 18 82
May .

5 7 11 23 .58
June, 4 6 11 18 83
July 3 6 10 13 73
Aug 3 5 a 16 82'
Sept 4 7 12 18 68
Oct s4 6. 9 11 81
Nov 5 8 0 14 24, 80
Dec 4 8 14 21 92

1982 Jan 4 6 9 21 69
,. V., Feb 1 3 10 14 '76

March 4 6 8 14 58

-s.

April
May

5

4 ""
1

7

13

12

22

21
71

73

Overall 4 1
. 12 21 1,316

AVM 3-5 5-8. 8-16 13-31

toe.. ,......------.----...

This table shows the days elapsed between the date Am item was requested
on OCLC and the dat' it was recorded as received. Only transactions where an
IVLS library was the borrower and where the request was filled are included.
All'daye are counted, not just weekdays.

In every quartile, the longest turnaround time is faster than the fastest

experienced for paper requests. For the first 25% of fills, the difference

involves only a few days, but in 4.he penultimate 1.5% to be filled, items
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requested online are two to three weeks quicker to arrive at the library.

Libraries requesting materials online can generally fill 7S% of their requests

within two weeks. For libraries concerned with, satisfying, patron needs

quickly, OCLC was clearly the better alternative.

Delayed Requests

There were some requests in the printout sample which required more than

30 days to fill. In an effort to find out the causes for these Ling delays,

110 of these delayed requests were retripved from the sample and the printouts

examited for any evidence of the cause of the delay. In fact, 28 (25%) of

these printouts showed that the return date and the received date 'were the

same, indicating that the borrowing library simply had not updated the latter

until the item was returned and then had not bothered to put in the correct

'received date.

This leaves 82 transactions that were truly stow in being filled. Tne

reasons that could be identified are:

1. New/popular title. (25 items, 30%) The book requested was. new
or very popular. It is therefore likely that the .lending

library put it on reserve (hold) or gave a future date. In 10
instances, lending or borrowing notes on .the request show that
a reserve was placed`for the requesting library.

2. Mediated Request. '(20 items, 24%) System libraries used the.
IVLS library symbol in the lender string after exhausting other
System library holdings symbols and before going to other

Illinois libraries. If IVLS located the item through the

University of Illinois circulation system or. some other special
sources, the'System would' answer the request "will supply" and
would send an order to the source library it had identified.
In some cases this created delays because the item was missing
from the source library or other problems occurred. Because

the System had answered "yes" to the request, it would continue
to hold it in a "will.supply" state and seek other sources for
the item.



3. Shipping delays. (10 items, 12%) These items seem to have
experienced inordinate, unexplained delays in shipping. Of
these, 4,came from out-of-state libraries, 5 were sent between
Illinois libraries and one went between libraries in IVLS.

4. Photocopy requests. (5 items, 6%) Of the delayed photocopies,
two came from technical journals and one from a regional pub-

.

lication.

Fill Source1
There are several% factors that undoubtedly contributed to the faster

response time for online requests. The time needed to transmit paper.requests

to System headquarters, the time to sort, search and make routing decisions on

requests at headquarters, the delays inherent in batch prOcessing and the time

needed .fur paperwork on .items coming from non-System sources were all elimi-
a.

mated,' One other factor that can be examined more closely from the data is

the source of supply. Where the source shifts- toward greaterqlse of local

resources, transportation of the item is quicker.

The source for interlibrary loan materials borrowed by IVLS libraries can

be examined from two different perspectives the location of the lending

library and the'type of library.

Location of Lending LibrarX

Data on lending library' locations for 1VLS paper requests was given
(.

earlier 'in Table VII-V based on statistics reported to the IVLS board at its

regular meetings. Because these statistics were not kept in a consistent

manner, the results of the sample stUdy were also examined, as shown in Table

VII-Z helow.

I

r

71
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TABLE VII-t

LENDING LIBRARY LOCATION
Paper Requests

by Quarter from Sample

uartcr

'IVLS R 6 R

Lander Location

Unknown (N.Out-of-State

1978 lst 60.2% 21.4% 14.3% ,4.1% 98

2nd 63.3 13.9% 16.5% 5.1% i.3% 79

3rd 50.7% .0% 20.5% 2.1% 73

4th 63.4% % 10.9% 2.0% 1.3% 101

1979 1st. 59.3% t % 14.3% 13.2% - 91

2nd 62.0% .0% 9.0% 6.0% - '100

3rd 68.9% .6% 10.0% 3.3Z 2.2% 90

4th 57.8% 27.7% 10.8% 3.6Z - 93

1980 1st 6'.84 0 18.9% 10.0% 2.2'. 1.1". 90

2nd 62.1% 20.0% 11.6% 3.2% 3.2% 95

3rd' 57.5% 20.7% 17.2% 6.6% - 87

4th 61.7% 25.9% 8.6% 1.2% 2.5% Al

1981 let 52.3% 10.9% 10.9% 21.8% 4.0% 101

2nd 65.9% 15.3% 5.9% 11.8% 1.2% 85

3rd 58.9% 16.7% 7:8% 12.2% 4.4Z 90

4th 65.5% 15.5% 10.7% 8.3% - 84

1982 1st 56.72 18.9% 8.9% 13.3% 2.2: 90

2nd 65.8% 15.22 8.9% 7.6% 2.5% 79

All Quarters 61.1% 18.9% 11.4% 7.12 1.5% 1,597

Those figures are from the study.of a sample of paper requests filled by the System
staff. Percentages are of the total number of requests filled in each quarter's sample.

The effect of the Project on the Linder location for paper requests

handled by IVLS was not what was expected. Although the number' of local

holdings "symbols available online was more than doubled,,_ the percent of re-

quests filled from local IVLS libraries did not increase. very much, if at all,

according to either set of figures. The percents supplied from other loca-

tions are roughly the same in both tables, but according to the sample study,

the, fills from R & R Centers and other Illinois locations are decreasing while

out-of-state fills increase.

Lendei.lopations for online ILL initiated by the Project libraries have

essentially the same distribution. Over the course of the study, the percent

of requests filled by IVLS libraries increased by about 10%. During the same

period (1981-May 1982) the lender location for paper requests did not show any

steady change, but was in the same range. The use of out-of-state sources for

BEST CI
72 0
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online requests.declined over the year and a half studied, with the requests

being filled instead in IVLS and the R & R Centers. Use of other Illinois

sources remained about the same.

TABLE VII -AA

LENDING LIBRARY LOCATION

Online Requests

Month

IVLS R b R

Lender Location

Other

,

Illinois Out-of-State

1981 Jan '51.3% 12.5% 22.5% 13.7% - 80'

Feb 55.7% 13.6% 21.6% 9.1% - 88
March 63.8% 10.0% 13.7% 12.5% - 90
April 47.6% 20.7% 22.0% 8.5% 92
May 55.9% 17.6% 16.2% 10.3% 1.2% 68
June 55.4% 16.9% 19.32 8.4% 93
July 56.2% 27.4% 12.3%. 4.1% - 73
Aug 65.9% 19.5% !!.9% 9.8% - 82
Sept 48.5% 14.7% 1J.2% 23.5% - 58
Oct 50.6% 21.0% 22.2% 6.2% - 31
lov 50.0% 10.0% 22.5% 7.5% - 80
Dec 65.2% 13.0% 12.0% 9.8% - 92

1982 Jan 66.7% 15.9% 10.1% 0.0% 7.2% 69
Fab 68.4% 14.5% 14.3% 2.6% 76
March 65.5% 24.1% 5.2ZA 5.2% - 58
April 61.0% 15.6% 13.0% 10.4% - 77
May 63.0% 15.1% 16.4% 5.52 - 73

Overall 59.0% 16.3% 15.6% 8.71 .5% 1,316

...111.1111.MIIMIRIMMIIMI11.11 ..111111=11111.Will

4

The effect of the use of local sources on response time is shown below in

Table VII-AB. IVLS and R & R Centers are roughly equal since the state de-

livery route stops at the R & R Centers as well as System headquarters. Also,

the two most heavily used R & R Centers - the University of Illinois in

Champaign-Urbana and the Illinois State Library - are on the same state route

at IVLS, so same day or next day delivery to the System headquarters was

common.

73 a



Percent of
Requests

Filled

25%

50%

75%

90%

(N-

85.

TABLE VII -AB

FILL -TIME FOR ONLINE REQUESTS

By Location of Lending Library

Turnaround Time in Days by the Lending Library Location,

IVLS

3 days

5 days

6 days
14 days

776

R 6 R Centers , Other Illinois Out-of-State

5 days
6 days

9 days
14 days

215

8 days

12 days

17 da,1
.22 days

11 days

15 days

22 days
31 des

205 :14

This table 'show' the

of requests depending on
time is from the date the
received at the library.
from Project libraries.

Iending_liibrary Type

number of days needed to fill the designated percent

the location of the lending library. The turnaround

request is initiated on OCLC to the date it is

The results are based on a sample of ILL printouts

During the Project studies, we were especially interested in the effect

that adding large numbers of public library holdings symbols to the database

would have on borrowing patterns among types of libraries. Could public

libraries fill the borrowing needs of other public libraries once their hold

ings information was accessible, or did public libraries fill their own needs

for public library .materials internally and tend to use interlibrary loan

primarily for materials more often found in academic libraries? Would the use

of the OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem by large numbers of public' libraries

and the increase in ILL requests put a heavier burden on the academic and

larger public libraries, or would the addition of public library holdings

spread. out the load more evenly among-sizes and types ci libraries? Because

most of the libraries in the Project were public and the overwhelming majority

of the ILL requests sampled came from these libraries, we could only address

questions of crosstype borrowing in terms of public libraries, not academic,

special or school library borrowing.

74
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The tables below show the sources of fills for IVLS public library re-

quests by type of lender within geographic areas.

Location of

,Lending Library

TABLE VII -AC

SOURCES,FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY INTERLIBRARY LOAN FILLS
Paper Requests

Type of Library Filling Public Library Requests
Academic Public School. special Inula Other

1

(N )

LVLS 14.6% 71.6X .5% .5% 4.8% .849
R & R Centers 68.9X 3.1% .8% 26.6% 244
Other Illinois 22.9% l.2% 0.0% 33.5% 35.9% 6.51 170
Out-of-state 43.3% 24.4% 20.0% 12.2% 40

This table shows the sources for fills for IVLS public library requests processed at IVLS
headquarters. The percent is liven for each type of library within a certain location.

1
Other is used when the type of Library could not be determined or did not fit the

categories. In "R & R Centers" other is the Illinois State Library.

Location of

Lending Library

TABLE VII -AD

SOURCE FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY INTERLIBRARY LOAN FILLS

Online Requests

Type of Library Filling the Request
Academic Public School. Special ,System Other

1

u

IVLS 34.3% 70.0% . 7% .7% 4.0% ' .1% 667
R & R Centers 75.3% 3.8% 20.9% 186
Other Illinois 53.5% 13.5% NIP 1.22 31.2% .6X 170
Out-of-state 40.7% 46.5% 1.2% 11.5% 86

This table
tee over OCLC.

Other is

categories. In

shows the sources for fills for IVLS public library requests sent )y the librar-
The percent is given for each type of library within a certain Location.

used when the type of library could not he determined or Aid not !it the
"R R Centers" other is the Illinois State Library.

The first table represents a sample taken from 1978 through 1982. During

the first two years, access to public library holdings was through the Peoria

Public Library catalog and a union catalog for the eleven next largest public

libraries. After that, holdings symbols on4CLC were also available. The

online requests represent 17 months in 1981 and 1982.
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Within IVLS, where public library holdings were relatively,accessible to

those filling the requests, the percent of public requests filled by public

libraries was very high and did not vary much over time. This indicates that

the ILL requests received from public library patrons are chiefly foi the type

of materials acquired by public libraries but for specific items not available

at the home library either because of its size or its acquisitions decisions.

For paper requests, the System collection played a more important role than it

did for online requests, but the study of paper requests covered a period when

the System was purchasing items to fill common requests. This practice had

been virtually dropped by the time of the online study. Academic, holdings

IVLS may have a higher percentage of use for online requests, as opposed to

paper requests, partly because of increased patron awareness of the options

open to them through their public library, an understanding that materials

other than typical public library materials could be obtained. Public access

terminals could have been a catalyst for this change. Because most academic

library holdings in the IVLS area were already entered on OCLC by 1980, it is

unlikely that increased holding information would account for the heavier

online use of these sources when compared to their use for paper requests.

Requests sent to R & R Centers in Illinois went chiefly to the two aca

demic centers (University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana and Southern Illi

nois University). These sources have large collections with online access

through OCLC or, for System headquarters, through LCS. The University of

Illinois was preferred by IVLS staff because the LCS terminal could give

circulation status as well as holdings information. The second largest R & R

source was the State Library ("other"), with Chicago Public Library, the only

public library R & R Center, playing a surprisingly small role in filling

public library requests. The contrast between the lender patterns for IVLS
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libraries and R & R Centers is striking. Although it would seem to indicate

that public library needs that can be filled by public libraries were met

within IVLS, the data from other Illinois libraries and outofstate libraries

shows that this is not the case. There are still some public library needs to

be met. It is more likely that large public libraries are not good sources

for borrowing public library materials. This idea will be examined in more

detail later.

Lending by Qther Illinois libraries to IVLS public libraries depends

almost entirely on their participation in OCLC. In this area, "system"

sources should be counted essentially as "public." These sources represent

requests filled by system headquarters in one of two ways. First, some system

headquarters have a large collection of public library materials used to ser

vice their public libraries. Second, some systems serve as materials ordering

and cataloging centers. In the later case, the cataloging for all'or most

system public libraries is done at system headquarters on a common OCLC pro

file.. Incoming OCLC interlibrary loan requests, therefore, are addressed to

the system but actually tap public library holdings..

Given the distribution of fills by public libraries within IVLS in com-

parison with the distribution outside IVLS two explanations seem possible.

First, most needs for public library materials were filled within the system

boundaries and must of the requests that needed to go beyond those boundaries

were for academictype materials that could not be filled by the four IVLS

academic libraries.' This explanation implies that a local group of public

libraries with access to each others holdings can fill a substantial percent

of each others requests and almost all the requests for public library types

of materials. Of all the paper requests reported in the table, 45% were

filled by IVLS public' libraries. In the online study the amount was 42%.
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Thus, a large percentage of the needs of public i.ibrary patrons in a region

would be met by the collections in the area which are thus seen as fairly

comprehensive in terms of regional patron needs, varying chiefly in size and

specific titles.

A second interpretation of this data may be that, where public library

holdings information is available, 'it will be used successfully to fill a

large percentage ofpublic library requests. Where it is not as accessible,

public libraries must tap other sources. Within IVLS, by the end of the

Project, almost half the local holdings symbols on the data base were from

public libraries. Of 35 OCLC libraries available as lenders, 22 were public.

This distribution was not duplicated in Illinois libraries outside IVLS or in

the nation, where the majority of OCLC users are academic libraries. The

implication of this interpretation is that, where public library holdings are

known, they will be used and that increased use of OCLC by public libraries

would tend to shift the interlibrary loan burden'away from academic HMI:tries

and toward public libraries.

Because of the large number of public libraries of varying sizes involved

in the Project, it was also possible to study the lending patterns among them

on the basis of size. Table VIIAE below shows the results.

TABLE VII -AE

SOURCES FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY INTERLIBRARY LOANS

By Size of Library

Lending Library

IVLS LVLS IVLS IVLS

Borrowing Large Medium Small Chicago Other

Library Public Public Public Public Public Other (No )

Large public - 16.1% 1.1% 1.1% 14.0% 67.7% 93

Medium public 2.8% 29.6% 7.7% .7% 14.0% 45.2% 750

Small public 1.5% 42.3% 7.2% .4% 14.7% 33.9% 265

=11.1110..11111.1111100110..

This table shows the Lending patterns for those materials lent ')51 IVLS public libraries
and Chicago Public Library to IVLS public libraries sing the OCLC subsystem. The "other public"'

category Includes Illinois system headguarterr collections and all public libraries outside IVLS
except Chicago. "Other" is all academic, special and school libraries In any region.

In This table "smell public" means a library serving i population of 1-3.000. "Medium

public" serves 5,001-50,000. There was only one large public library in the group, which

se Nee a population of 126,000.
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The single. Large public library in the study was obtaining very few

materials from a still larger public source, in fact, it obtained as much from

its neighboring small libraries as from the major state public library. Of

,all the public library sources used by this large' library, the local medium-

sized public libraries supplied the most. The needs of Peoria Public that

cannot be filled by its own collection, however, are chiefly met by other

types.of libraries, mostly academic.

Medium-sized public libraries filled the majority of their requests from

, kt.

other public libraries and chiefly from medium - sized~ones, However, almost

three times as many requests were filled for them by,smaill public libraries as

by Peoria Public and almost none were filled by Chicago. The same pattern

appears, only' stronger, for small pilblic libtaries.

This pattern is not the result'of relative numbers of holdings symbols on

the OCLC database. By the end of the Project, the large public library had

contributed 29.8% of IVLS public library holdings symbols on OCLC, yet it

filled only 4% of public library requests that were satisfied by IVLS public

libraries. Medium -sized public libraries contributed 55.5% of the holdings

symbols and filled 81.3% of the requests. Small pelics contributed 14,.7% of

the holdings and filled 14.7% of the requests.

To some extent, lower use of the large public library holdings may be due

to Libraries querying them only after trying other local libraries in order to

avoid placing a heavy load on the library they would assume to be the heaviest

lender. However, if Peoria Public Library did hold a title, it had, according

to the protocols, to be queried before the libraries used out-of-System lend-

ers. This evidence should-not be taken as dismissing the contribution of the

largest IVLS public library. In the online requests sampled for the study,

this' library lent to other IVLS libraries exactly twice as many items as it

79
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borrowed from them. However, it did not lend as many items to them as did the

average medium-sized library.

The results in the table above indicate that:

1. The large public library used their own collection or on-demand

purchasing to .fill most of their patrons needs for materials

typically held by public libraries. They used ILL mostly for

obtaining materials from academic libraries.

2. Large public libraries are not a good source for public library
ti

ILL requests. It is likely, although they have large and

varied collections, that they also have large local demand and

cannot make popular materials available to other libraries.

Also, a library with many branches may spend a lot on duplicate

materials

number of

or less

so that, although their volume count is high the

unique titles acquired each year is actually equal to

than that of a smaller, single - building library.

3. Medium-sized public libraries serve as the major resource for

public library materials to public libraries of all sizes. The

.16

smaller the borrowing library, the more likely it is that their

needs will be met by a medium-sized library.

4. Small public libraries have more to offer to themselves and to

medium -sized publics than do large public libraries in terms of
f'

the numbers of ILL requests that can be filled from their

collections. One reason for this may be that popular books

that are acquired in smaller libraries may not.have as many

local readers, so they are soon free to fill other libraries'

needs.
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System-mediated Loans

The IVLS interlibrary loan protocols required that the OCLC code for the

System appear in the lender string after codes for other IVLS locations and

before codes for non-IVLS Locations. Thus, any request which was not filled

by local OCLC libraries was reviewed by IVLS staff before it left the System

area. The staff checked the union card catalog to find older local holdings

and holdings of non-OCLC libraries. They also checked the LCS terminal for

University of Illinois holdings. If the request was filled in this way, the

sample, study of OCLC. printouts showed the ultimate source library as the

lender, but indicated that IVLS had mediated the transaction.

Of all online borrowing in the study, 19.6% was accomplished through this

method. Of these 258 transactions, 41.5% were filled by IVLS libraries. The

majority of IVLS-mediated loans were filled by the University 'of Illinois.

Materials acquired through IVLS mediation generally arrived at the li-

brary sooner than average as can be seen in Table VII-AF below. The process

allows for maximum possible use of local resources and also for the use of

circulation data for University of Illinois holdings. Since the university

staff gives LCS requests a higher priority than OCLC requests, it was to the

libraries' advantage to have such requests transmitted by the System.

Percent of
Requests Filled

2.5%

50%

75X

90%

TABLE VII AF

TURNAROUND TIME FOR ELL REOUESTS
Direct and IVLSMediated Loans

Da ye Veeded to Receive Item

Direct Loan IVLS Mediated Loan

4

7

13c,

11 L4

This table compares the time needed to reach the gi/en percent
of fills. depending on whether a request wad received directly row
a library answering an TU.. request ',r mediated 5y the system staff.
lesults are baaed on the sample of online requests.
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IVLS Libraries as Lenders

Before OCLC, most libraries in IVLS had two ways to contribute their

holdings to meet the ILL needs of other libraries. Eleven medium-sized li-

braries sent a catalog card for each title acquired to a union catalog main-7

tained by the IVLS staff. This catalog was used to fill many requests from

other IVLS libraries. In addition, materials that could not be located by

other means were compiled into a list sent regularly to all IVU libraries.

Those with the materials available would notify the System staff.

Both these methods limited the library's sharing to filling IVLS area

requests. The use of OCLC made the holdings of the Project libraries avail-

able more quickly and more widely. This increased access gave libraries both

the pleasure and the burden of receiving, more requests for their materials.

Of the online ILL printouts studied, 1063 had an IVLS library as the

Lender. These cases were analyzed as a group to examine the lending patterns

of the Project libraries. These patterns reflect only the requests which were

received over OCLC. What is not shown are the requests received from IVLS

headquarters to fill paper requests from other IVLS libraries. Also, paper

requests received directly on ALA forma and requests received by phone from

other IVLS libraries are not reflected in these results. The general char-

acteristics of the sample are given below.

Sample of Requests Filled by IVLS/OCLC Libraries

Sample Size 1063 requests

Type of Lender (IVLS/OCLC libraries)

Medium-sized public 53.5%

Small public 13.3%

Academic 19.8%

Large public 5.2%

Other 8.2%
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Borrowing library type

74

Public 78.3%
Academic 9.7%

Special 5.4%
School 2.3%

System .8%

Other/unknown 3.7%

Borrowing library location
IVLS 73.9%
Illinois R & R Center 1.7%

Other Illinois 17.4%

Out-ot-state 7.0%

14.5% of the loans were initiated by System headquarters on behalf
of other libraries.

Position of the lending library in the strinvwas an average 1.58.

Type of material

Book 96.9%
Photocopy 2.9%

Other .2%

Most of the material borrowed online from IVLS Libraries was borrowed by

IVLS 1praries. The percentage,. however, got generally lower over the seven-

teen. months of the study as a higher percentage of requests were filled for

other libraries in Illinois and, to some extent, out-of-state libraries.

14.
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TABLE VII -AC

LENDING BY IVLS LIBRARIES
Borrowing Library Location

Month Location of Borrowing Library
4

(N.!)IVLS R S R Out-of-State

1981 Jan 85.4% - 8.3% 5.3% 48

Feb 83.1% - 11.9% 5.1% 59
March 89.5% - 5.3% .5.3% 37
April 78.0% 6.0% 12.0% 4.0% 30

May 77.6% 2.0% 10.2% 10.2% 49

June 79.3% - 12.1% 8.6% 58
July 6.3% 3.3% 25.0% 3.3% 50
Aug 81.8% 1.5% 10.6% 56
Sept 53.2% 3.22 30.6% i2.9% 52
Oct 74.5% 3.6% 18.2% 3.6%
Nov 75.0% 3.1% 15.6% 5.3% 54

Dec 75.9% 1.3% 22.8% 79
1982 Jan 63.0% , 1.4% 20.5% 15.1% 73

Feb 83.9% 1.6% 11.3% 3.2% 62
March 60.3% 1.6% 27.0% 11.1% 63
April 75.8% 1.% 16.1% 6.5% 52
May 66.7% - 24.6% 8.7% 69

Overall 74.1% 1.7% 17.2% 7.0% 1,04?121
This table is based on a sampling of ILL loans nade by

response to requeits received on the OCLC subsystem.
IVLS Libraries in

1
Illinois libraries other than IVLS libraries or the Reference and

Resource Centers

The different types of libraries in he Project showed different patterns

of lending. Most (67.2%) of public library lending was to other IVLS librar-

ies, with 22.6% going to other Illinois libraries and 8.2% to out-of-state

libraries. School libraries lend 54.5% in IVLS, 27.3% in Illinois and 18.2%

aut-of-statS. Special libraries had the most diverse lending - 53.3% in IVLS,

10% in Illinois and 26.7% out-of-state. In addition, 10% of their loans went

to the R & R Centers in Illinois, as did 2% of public library loans.

One class of borrowers outside IVLS accounted for a large percentage of
.

the loans. This ..as the system headquarters of the other sixteen Illinois

library systems who"mmediated loans to their 'Member libraries. Of the 180

items in the study lent to Illinois libraries outside IVLS, 147, or 81.7% were

sent through systems. Virtually.all these items came from IVLS public librar-

84
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During some months, the.se loans to'sYstems amounted to a quarter or more

of all the items lent, and they account for '13.B% of all the lending trans-

actions in the sample.

In a few eases, the systems which 'borrowed from IVLS libraries use OCLC

to catalog materials for their own public libraries, aub adding the holdings

to the'database for resource sharing. However, most public libraries in the

'systems do not contribute information. about their holdings to the database.

The lack of online information about these libraries' holdings, while their

borrowing needs are met by ,OCLC use at various system headquarters, has set up

4 situation of one way-access which may creatd problems. It 'has already been

demonStrated that these public libraries which are borrowing through systems

do have resources that are valuable to other public libraries, no matter how

small they are. Libraries need to explore ways to promote access to these

holdings for mutual resource sharing.

The, types of libraries borrowing from IVLS libraries are given in Table

VII7AH',below.
TABLE VII -AH

TYPES OF LIBRARIES BORROWING FROM IVLS LIBRARIES.

By Location

Location, Acadeuic Public % School. Special System ,Aher (
IVLS 5.5% 86.0% 2.2% 6.3% 776
R b R Cauiers 77.8% 22.2% 0 -

Other Illinois 13.9%
. 50,0% 3.3% " 2.2% 3.3% 1).21 180

Out-of-state 28.9% 57.5% - k.4.1% 473

This table shows the types of Libraries horrowing.materials inline from IVLS libraries
'0.thin different geographic treas,. The type giveq is the ultimate borrower -' ;he library that
used the material. not the Library that night have officially made the riouest4 In the case
,f Illinois libraries. 147 of the 180 requests were mediated by system ieadquarters )ut ,nly
6 were actually Eor use in the System.

In IVLS, the distribution reflects the typeoflibraries participating in

the Project.- The R & R center borrowing was mostly fr9m the two" academic

centers, with some from Chicago Public but no requests in the sample from the

State Library.
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Other Illinois libraries reflect a greater spread, but are still mostly

public libraries. These figures.reflect th% ultimate user of the material,

not the system initiation of a request. In some cases, however, it was clear

from the printouts that a system was ordering for a.member library, but not

clear what type of library it was. This is the 17.2% "other.0' Loans to

14

out-of-state libraries have the highest percentage of academic borrowers of

any of the geographiescategories, probably reflecting the high proportion of

academic libraries in OCLC.'

ILL USE AND STAFF ATTITUDES

The transfer of responsibility and control 'of interlibrary loan trans-

actions from the System headquarters to libraries and the wider role these

libraries played as borrowers and lenders .was a major part of their reactions

to OCLC use.' interviews with library directors at the end of the Project,

they cited increased patron access to resources as the chief benefit of OCLC

use in their libraries. Resource sharing was the main reason most libraries

kept on using OCLC after the Project, according to both directors and gov-

cerning authorities.

The most valued aspect of interlibrary loan was simply access to the

resources - being able to verify and locate items the patron needed. Although

the speed of ILL services increased with online transactions, only nine of the

twenty-ninedirectors felt this was of great importance. Seven directors said
. ,

specifically tliat confirmation of availability :-. regardless of the time needed

tosobtaiq.an item - was important for their.patrone satisfaction. Four di-
.

rectors of smaller, libraries felt that their participation as lenders -

getting requests, from other libraries - waa an important benefit. They and

their staffs needed to feel they were crntributors as well as users in the

resource sharing network.
. "
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When, at the end of.the Projects directors were asked specifically about

interlibrary loan, most (86.4%) felt it was faster to use OCLC than paper

requests while the others" felt it took about the same amount of time. Thus,

the increased speed the has shown up in the quantitative studies was gen-

erally perceived by the staff in the libraries.

A plurality of directors (42.9%). perceived the new online process as

taking more staff time than the previous paper request system. The remainder

were equally' divided between feeling that less staff time or about the same

amount of time was needed. Some directors felt that the staff time per re-

quest was the same, but more time war needed because the number of requests

increased. This feeling is born out by the results of the worklog studies

which show slightly more time needed in the library to send an online request

and a lot of additional interliorary loan requests from patrons.

Nearly all directors (72%) felt that the online service produced a change

that patrons noticed. The facets patrons commented on, according to direc-,

tors, were the increased speed, .access to informatioti or resources, a per-

ceived higher likelihood that the material would "be what they wanted," and

appreciation for the geographical area materials came from. All these patron

reactions resulted in higher use of ILL, good will for the library and an

enhanced image of library service and the people who provided it.

Overall, most directors felt that the patrons were better served, but

some commented that, although service might be better, the cost was not worth

it. Most directors and governing authorities, however, felt that the reuource

shariug capabilities that OCLC gave them were valuable enough to their patrons
U

ud staff that OCLC was retail:led after Project support ended.

1
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Conclusions

Results from the various cost studies of interlibrary loan activities

need to be considered is three categories. The first is the total cost to all

participants (System and borrowing library) to prpcess an interlibrary loan

request. In this category, the least expensive method of those studied is for

the local library to use OCLC to identify other local libraries that 'hold the

needed materials and then to contact them by telephone. Unfortunately, there

are not always local holding libraries. Even if there are, there may be a

limit to how many telephone calls a library is willing to receive since in

coming phone calls interrupt staff and do not allow libraries to batch their

lending activities in an efficient manner.

Aside from the telephone method, the least expensive method ovettgll is

for libraries to send their own requests online and avoid the use of System

staff except to check special sources. The most expensive method is one which

combines a local library check of OCLC with sending a paper request to the

System.

The second way to evaluate the cost of borrowing is from the library's

point of view. In this context, sending paper requests to the System is the

least expensive method. Furthermore,-without any OCLC terminal inhouse, all

the costs to the library are staff costs, not discrete, noticable items in an

expense report. The most expensive method for the library is sending the ILL

request online from their own terminal. In view of this difference between

what is most efficient overall and what is least expensive for the library,

subsidies by the System to encourage local online borrowing may be an effec

tive strategy for efficient ILL operations and increased patron satisfaction.

The third cost factor in using the OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem is

the processing of incoming ILL requests. In this case, the working studies

I
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suggest that an average incoming online request would cost about $1.53 to

process, and that telephone. requests and ALA requests would 'both be less

expensive. However, these figures are dependent on a variety of factors such

as the percent that,. are answered "yes."

The use of OCLC in local libraries to build a database of local holdings

symbols and for. interlibrary loan had an effect ion the amount and patterns of

resource sharing in the System.. The study results cannot be attributed en-

tirely to the Project since there were other factors affecting System inter-

library loan at this time, but the following conclusions seem to be indicated.

The use of online interlibrary loan by the libraries, along with in-

creased access to local holdings information and peblic exposure to OCLC

terminals, has greatly increased the number of ILL requests generated by

System. libraries. Thii increase did not show up in Project libraries ILL

statistics, however, until the second half of the Project. Reciprocal bor-

rowing by patrons also reached new peaks during the 'latter part of the'Project

and continued. at that high level afterwards. In general this, along with

comments by library directors and governing authorities, indicates.an in-

creased awareness of the library as a part of a cooperating network and of the

availability of additional resources to fill patron needs. The delayed re-,

sponse may show that the use of the service grew as its speed and reliability

improved and were noticed.

Contrary to expectations,. the increased online access to local holdings

information did not dramatically change the fill rate for System interlibrary

loan work. However, this rate did not decrease either, even though it is

likely that Project libraries took over most of the easier interlibrary loan

requests themselves and sent more difficult ones to the System. The till

rates for online requests from!, the libraries was very high (94%) so overall.

0
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the number of patron requests that were satisfied probably increased for

Project participants.

The Project did not have much, if any effect on the percent of inter-

library loan materials that came from local libraries, despite the doubling of

local holdings symbols on the database. It is possible that this is because

loans arranged by telephone were not recorded or because patrons chose to use

their reciprocal borrowing privileges at other libraries rather than request

locally held materials as interlibrary loans.

The general distribution of lending sources among IVLS libraries, Il-

linois R & R Centers, other Illinois libraries and out-of-state libraries was

about the same for online requests as for paper requests sent to the System.

It also did not show any drastic changes over time. This indicates that the

protocols adopted by IVLS when more libraries became automated did not seri-

ously change the way requests were distributed among potential lenders.

Turnaround from the time an item was requested to when it was received by

a library was greatly improvedby the use of online interlibrary loan requests

in the libraries. Online requests generally took half the time of paper

requests to be filled. In each percentile examined, the slowest time for an

online request was fewer days than the fastest time for a paper request.
CD

The large number of public libraries participating in the Project allowed

us to examine the sources of items they borrowed. The results show that,

aside from the largest public library in the study, almost half of public

library ILL needs can be met by other local public Libraries. This 'indicates

that most public library needs are for materials in other public libraries and

that increased public library participation in OCLC will not necessarily

increase the leading burden of academic libraries but may decrease it. Thus,
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the usefulness of OCLC as a resource sharing tool for public libraries will be

greatly increased as more public libraries become members.

The study also shows that mediumsized public libraries are much better'

suppliers of public library needs than large public libraries. Even very

small public libraries lent more to others than might be expected from

relative number of holdings symbols they contributed to the database.

Finally, the practice, of

loan clearinghouses accessing

the

system headquarters or regional interlibrary
0

the OCLC holdings information on behalf of

nonOCLC libraries may become a serious problem. There are relatively few

mediumsized public libraries with holdings on the databases These are ex

actly the materials needed by the small and mediumsized public libraries

represented by the regional ILL centers. This arrangement'of systemmediated

borrowing seriously threatens the mutual access which must be the base of

equitable resource sharing.

libraries, need to explore

Libraries of all types, but particularly public

ways to enhance access for lending information

where ever there is access for borrowing.
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TABLE IA

Partial Participants in the OCLC Project

Type

Bradley University
Aced

Library

Illinois Centrel
e College LRC
PeoriA Heights
Public Library

Population.

Served

%.>

Staff
1

Volumes Annual Annual
2

(MLS), ILL

300fac/5,600st 35 (9) 290,0003 11,000 3,000

Acad

Public

Spoon River
College LRC

Acad.

200fac /6,400et 20 (6) 70,500 2,400 250

.8,200 pop 6 (1) 35,100 1,900 465

40fac/1,200st 6 (3) 33,900 2,700 470

1 Staff size is given in FTE, with the number of staff members having MLS

degi-als given in parentheses.
Annual ILL includes all requests sent, whether over OCLC or by other means.
3
Does not include microform', AV or government documents.

Library

TABLE I 8

ACadedic Library Full Participants in the OCLC Project

Students
t

Faculty
1

taff
1

(MLS)

Black Hawk 900 28

College LRC

Volumes Annual
2

Aag

5 (2) 15,000 400

Eureka College 435 37 8.5 (3), 65,000

Library

1,100

Annual
T

50

500

1 Student, faculty and library s
of stiff members, having MLS degrees

Annual acquisitions are given3Annual
ILL is given for 1980,

OCLC subsystem. Such requests were

Library.

Black Hawk

. Eureka

TOTALS

taff size is given in PTE. The number

is given imperentheses.
for the current year.
before extensive library use of the
usually processed by IVLS.

TABLE I C

OCLC Use in Project Academic Libraries

Annual OCLC Use 7/81-6/82 Total Uses Through June 1982

21.111.111 ILLIEN21131: Recon Orig. Input

206 146

761 273

961 422

2,509

4,033

6,542

Online
Holdings

2,740

7,96Q

10,700

1

Requests sent through OCLC; other requests may have been sent through IVLS or by
other

2
means.

All holdings symbols added to the data babe through any means -- cataloging,
retrospective conversion ("recon"), reclassification, and updates.
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Public Library

1,

TABLE I-0

Full PartiC.panta in the OCLC Project

Library Population Income Staff (MLS)
1

Volumes Annual
2

Annual
3

ILL

Alpha Park 21,800 $ 297,557 11.9 (4) 34,900
...A

5,000 1,200
Ayer 2,400 28,000 1.2 (-) 12,100 380 150
Bradford 924 6,000 .4 (-) 5,000 171 1)9
Dunlap 4,700 72,600 2.5 (1) 14,800 2,600 1,000
Elmwood 2,700 60,000 1.2 (-) 9,500 500 280

Fondulac 13,500 254,600 9.5 (3) 34,019 4,000 150
Galva 3,700 53,343 3.4 (-) 17,700 1,500 780
Henry 2,700 30,600 1.2 (-) 16,700 800 610
Illinois Prairie 18,000 181,800 4.7 (1) 79,000 3,600 1,000
Kewanee 16.400 148,200. 8.9 (3) 58,000 3,400 750

Lillie M. Evans 1,700 33,600 2.1 (-) 16,200 800 290
Mackinaw 2.800 36,800 2.1 (1) 12,500 900 520
Mason Memorial 700 250,000 .4 (-) 7,000 800 60
Morton 14,200 218,500 6.1 (1) 30,000 2,000 1,500
Neponset 1,000 15,900 1.4 (-) 13,900 600 50

Pekin 34,000 383,000 16.0 (5) 73,000 5,200' 1,200
Peoria 124,160 1,400,000 112.0 (6) 451,000 18,000 1,700
Toulon 1,400 9,700 .5 (-) 7,000 40 124
Washington 20,000 184,000 8.7 (3) 33,500 1,700 1,100
Wyoming 1,600 6,000 .4 (-) 5,100 140 300

1
Staff size is given

given iu parentheses.

''Annual acquisitions
3
Annual ILL is given

in FTE, with the number of staff members having MLS degrees

are given for the current year.
for 1980, before extensive library use of the OCLC subsystem.

Such requests were usually processed through IVLS.

TABLE I-E

OCLC Use in Project Public Libraries

Library
Annual OCLC Use 7/81-6/82 Total Uses Through June 1982 Online
Cataloging ILL Requests Recon Reclass Input Holdings

Alpha Park 2,724 838 17,384 29 22,873
Ayer 284 123 1,088 1,489
Bradford 96 12 381 1 534
Dunlap 1,943 794 6,552 230 10,655
Elmwood 37 14 8,375 167 8,579

Fondulac 3,541 764 ,19,741 58 28,052
Galva 967 135 2,197 22 4,299
Henry 814 2 2,736 4,396
Illinois Prairie 2,311 2 3,125 4 7,405
Kewanee 3,257 518 10,982 76 16,232

Lillie M. Evans 480 230 1,335 3 2,276
Mackinaw 730 557 2,200 11 3,702
Mason Memorial 205 36 1,083 13 1,491
Morton 2,076 685 7,736 71 11,277
Neponset 266 6 237 822

Pekin 5,167 1,053 43,803 3 52,588
Peoria 4,359 1,003 74,808 79,220
Toulon 39 56 382 473
Washington 1,525 384 5,894 9,124
Wyoming 102 58 232 2 375

TOTALS 30,923 7,270 200,813 9,458 690 265,862

1

Requests sent through OCLC; other requests may have been sent through IVLS or by
other means.

2
All holdings symbols added to the data base through any means -- cataloging,

retrospective conversion ("recon"), reclassification, and updates.
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TABLE I -F

School Library Full Participants in the OCLC Project

School Level Bldg! Students Facultx Staff
1

Collection Annual
2

Annual
3

,' (MLS) Titles Volumes Asa ILL

East Peoria E-JHS 8 2,500 140 4 (2) -- 51,200 600 20

Farmington P-HS 5 1,600 90 4 (1) 18,600 26,000 1,000 150

Limestone HS 1 1,350 88 4 (1) 13,500 15,500 650 10

Pekin HS 2 2,800 150 10 (-)
4

-- 36,700 2,000 30

1
Staff size is given in rre, with the number of staff members having MLS degrees givenin pa5entheees.

Annual acquisitions are given in titles, for the current year.3
Annual ILL is given for 1980, before extensive library use of the OCLC subsystem.

Such vqueste were usually processed through IVLS.
Two Pekin High School staff members are qualified media specialists.

O

TABLE I -G

OCLC Use in Project School Libraries

, Annual OCLC Use 7/81-6/82 Total Uses Through June 1982 Online
Library Cataloging ILL Requests Recon Orig. Input Holdings

East Peoria 523 43 2,599 24 3,597
Farmington 760 343 1,808 2,682
Limestone 491 43 2,340 2,939
Pekin 1,138 76 5,834 20 7,333---
TOTALS 2,912 505 12,581 44 16,551

1Requests gent through OCLC; other requests may have been sent through IVLS or by
other

2
means.

All holdings symbols added to the data base through any means -- cataloging,
retrospecTive conversion ("recon"), reclassification, and updates.
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TABLE I -H

Special Library Full Participants in the OCLC Project

C242121 Staff Collection Annual
2

Annual
3

snal Monog. Serials asi ILL

8 (1) 12,000 700 550 320

9 (2) 14,200 650 1i206 800

Caterpillar-Business Manuf.

Caterpillar Technical Manuf.
Information Center

Methodist Medical hospital 4 (2) 2,000
Center

250 400 1,200

1

.Staff size is given in FTE, with the number of staff members having `LS
degrels given in parentheses.

3
Annual acquiettions are given for the current year.
Annual ILL is given for 1980.

Library

TABLE I-I

OCLC Use in Project Special Libraries

Annual OCLC Use 7/816/82
Cataloging ILL Requests

1

Recon Reclass Lnput,

Total Uses Through June 1982

Caterpillar 396 482
Business

Caterpillar 154 870
Tech. Center

Methodist Medical 644

TOTALS 1,194

288

2,460

727

..._

I. 73C

1,640 4,917

172

172

32

91

60

183

Online
Hold).ngs

3,435

1,101'

2;22

7,258

1

Requests sent through OCLC; other requests may have been sent through IVLS or byother
2
melns.

All holAings symbols added to the data base through any means -- rntaloging,
retrospective conversion ("recon"), reclassification, and updates.
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Interlibrary Loan Protocols

and

Summary Card for Terminal Operators
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IVLS INTERLIBRARY LOAN PROTOCOLS

September 2, 1980

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of the following the policy is to maximize the speed of delivery
of resources to the user and to make the most use of local resources.
However, we consider that speed of retrieval should take precedence over
the use of local resources when there is a serious conflict between these
two goals.

,The Illinois Valley Library System has an increasing number of
participating libraries using OCLC. As these libraries complete
retrospective conversion projects, they will have more access to each
others holding information. Through the use of terminals .either in one's
own library or in a nearby library,'Illey will have almost as much
information immediately available to them as is availableat the System
headquarters.

The direct use of the OCLC terminal located iI or near a library should be
encouraged. It will eliminate time consuming typing, filing and delivery
of requests as well as sorting and re-shipping of loaned and borrowed
material. Direct use of the OCLC interlibrary loan subsystem by libraries
will speed the delivery of the material to the patron and will increase the
awareness in the local communtty of the availability of resources.

.In some cases, however, the System will continue to be the intermediary94for
requests. These specific exceptions are explained in the policy.

:Protocols for IVLS/OCLC Libraries

System libraries with access to an OCLC terminal will be expected to query
other libraries with the following order of priority.

1. Other IVLS/OCLC libraries known to be using the interlibrary loan
subsysten,

2. IVLS headquarters (IDM). The System headquarters will 5e queried-
even though it may not be listed as a holding library in the OCLC
data base. For each request received, IVLS will first check the
System union catalog (for post-1968 imprints only) and then check
LCS.

3. Chicago Public Library, Southern Illinois University and/or the
Illinois State Library if listed on the data base as a holding
library. The Univerisity of Illinois will not be queried through

.00LC,
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IVLS ILL Protocols
August 28, 1980
Page 2

4. Other Illinois OCLC libraries listed on the data base.

5. Out-of-state OCLC libraries listed on the data base.

6. IVLS headquarterN. With this second qiiery, the System will check
all other resources available to it.

Rush requests should generally be made by phone either to ether IVLS
holding libraries or to the System headquatters.so that the union catalog
and LCS may be checked. If the patron is willing to travel to another
nearby library, immediate telephone Lnquiry should be preferred over the
use of the OCLC ILL subsystem.

O

If the request is not urgent, the OCL0 ,interlibrary loan subsystem should
be preferred since several locations can be queried for the same price.

Non-public libraries may eliminate step 2 if they are qualified to go
directly to R & R Centers other than the University of Illinois., They may:
eliminate steps 2. and 3 if the technical nature of the request, 'on the
protocul.of another network in which they participate, indicates skipping
the System union catalog and R & R Centers.

Members of the West Central Illinois Library Cooperative should query
fellow cooperative members before step 3.

Libraries should specify the maximum cost as."free", .especially when using
'out-of-state locations, unless the library is willing to pay.

Popular items that are fairly recent (3 to 4 month's old) should not be
requested beyond step 2. At this point if the material is not available
from a System library, the. System will consider purchase as an on-demand
item. Similiarly, paperbacks or low,cpst material should not be requested
beyOnd step 3, since acquiring the material may be,cheaper than paying
delivery charges.

Non-OCLC Library Protocols

Libraries without access to an OCLC terminal will continue to send requests
to the System headquarters. The System.will follow the following
priorities in processing these requests.

1. Verify the title on OCLC and request the material from any IVLS/OCLC
holding library.

2. Check the IVLS union catalog.

3. Check LCS.

4. Through the OCLC interlibrary subsystem, query R & R locations
that have been verified through OCLC or the microfilm, query other
Illinois OCLC holding library, and query out-of-state OCLC holding
library.
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5. Search other traditional resources.

6. Put the title on a want list.

The same restrictions on popular materials and paperbacks will apply as

outlined 4ovei

Journal Articles and Other Photocopy Requests
lo

At present photocopy requests make up approximately 1/10 of all IVLS requests.

Currently there is no resources available to most System libraries to
determine the journal holdings of other libraries. Therefore, photocopy

requests will continue to be sent to the System headquarters for processing.
The System will follow the protocols Outlined be1oW for these requests.

1. IVLS union card file for journal holdings.

2. R & R Centers.
so

1. Other Illinois union lists and/or Illinois holding libraries
identified through OCLC.

4. Out-ofbtate libraries identified through union lists or OCLC.

5. Libraries identified through the Union List of Serials or New

Serial Titles.

'When the IVLS serials union list is published and local libraries have
access to it, the first step in this process will be assumed by the

libraries,

Geneology and Local History Materials

Borrowing genology and local History materials often requires a special

knowledge of Cloir location and of sources willing to lend. For this

reason, libraries should continue to send such requests directly to

the System headquarters,

Incomplete Citations

Requests which are vague or uncertain should be sent directly to the
System headquarters to be verified., The System will verify the title

and process the interlibrary loan-requests. This procedure will avoid
incurring OCLC ILL charges on incorrect requests.

Audio - Visual Materii_ls

Several IVLS libraries are currently working on guid"lines for
interlibrary loan of audio-visual materials within the System.
Currently, however, AV materials are not generally available to

libraries through interlibrary loan.
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OCLC. 1:2izerimental Pro'ect

One purtiose of the OCLC Project is to test the cost nffecttveness and
user benefit of various systems flpr interlibrary 'clan. For this
reason, libraries in different aCLC clusters may be establishing;
dLfferent protocols or communication. arrangements for the duration of
the Project. The results of this experiment should make it possible
to adjust the IVLS protocols to achieve more efficient, costeffective
interlibrary loan service for all System libraries.

0
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ILL LENRER STRING

1st IVLS libraries that have tagged the title

AGN IDS 10Y ILN IC5Z ISP ISW
IBA IDT 1E0 ISF ISO If(
IBU IDV IER 10V ISG ISR ISY
IQB IDW IEV 10X ISH 1ST IUK
IDM IDX IEW 10Y ISK 1SV IVB

2nd IDM even if the title isn't tagged

'3rd SOI,'SPI, 0GP if they have tagged the title

4th Any other ILLINOIS libraries that supply,
except Ul U ID

5th Any OUT-OF-STATE libraries that supply
using the nearest ones first

6th IDM again

You must use all possible codes in one category
before going on to the next.

Please vary the order of symbols within a c;stevry;"
do not always use alphabetical order.
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APPENDIX C
r

Illinois Valley Library System

Interlibrary Loan Request Form

(4 Part NCR),

sand

Flow Chart of

IVLS Interlibrary Loan Department Procedures
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ILLINOIS VALLEY LIBRARY SYSTEM - TITLE REQUEST

ADULT BOOKD JUVENILE BOOKO RECORDINGO MICROFILMO MAGAZINE OR PHOTO COPY GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT
STAFF

DATE LIBRARY MEMBER CALL # STATUS

(INITIALS) PPL

AUTHOR IVLS
(LAST NAME FIRST)

S

CC1MPLETED gY IVLS STAFF

TITLE
(ALSO PERIODICAL ARTICLE TITLE)

(EDITION)

PERIODICAL TITLE

(PUBLISHER) (DATE)

RECORDING

VOLUME PAGES

atql4STED

DATE

(INDICA% STEREO OR MONO)

VERIFIED IN B I P . OR
(VOL) (PAGE) (YEAR)

UNABLE TO VERIFY IN

NOT WANTED AFTER WILL WAIT INDEFINITELY° THIS EDITION ONLY 0

IF UNAVAILABLE IN ILLINOIS SHOULD WE REQUEST OUT OF STATE? YESO NOD

COMPOSER

4.11,

1.1MMIM110

DATE STATUS

ISL

UI

CPL

SIU

SOURCE, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND/OR COMMENTS :

REQUEST COMPLIES WITH U 105 MI (2) GUIDELINES ICCGI 0 OTHER PROVISIONS OF COPYRIGHT LAW ICCLI

BORROWER

ADDRESS

FACULTY D STUDENTD ADULT

PHONE CARD*

.10 :

FILLFD LIBRARY DATE

RESERVED AT

ORDERED BY

SENT FROM

DUE

CALL #
RETURNED

INSURED

RECEIPT #

CANCELLED
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APPENDIX D

Transaction Study Form

This form was xeroxed
which was attached

request form.to

c

front and back on a hatlf-sheet

to an. IVLS.interlibrary loan
be used in the libraries

al
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ILL Test Form
THIS SIDE TO BE FILLED OUT BY LIBRARY

Record for this ILL transaction only the approximate time spent on each activity, your

initials and the date the activity was completed. Please add "am" or "pm" to the dite.

Actiala

I. Assisting patron & writing form

Time Spent Date Initials

2. Filing.yellow copy

3. Dispatching form to IVLS

THIS scam MUST BE SENT TO IVLS ATTACHED TO THE ILL REQUEST. WHEN THE REQUEST FORM

IS RETURNED TO YOU - FILL OUT THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORIES BELOW.

Time Spent Date Initials

4. Receiving material/updating library records I=
3. Notifying Patron

6. Checking out toilatron

7. Renewing material

8. Checking in material returned by Patron

TReturning material to IVLS or lending library
. .---

Was this what the Patron wanted? Li yes / no

RETURN THIS FORM TO IVLS/ILL DEPT:
..

PHOTOCOPIES - Return form directly to IVLS after giving photocopy to patron.
BOOK FROM IVLS LIBRARY - Return form directly to IVLS after eturning book

---to lending library.
OTHER BOOKS - Return form with book.



4

THIS SIDE TO BE FILLED OUT BY IVLS
Place a check by the step at which material was ordered.

Activity......_ ime Spent Date Initials
Receipt of Request

Check Union Cat./Union List

Contact IVLS Holding Librar

Photocopying at IVLS

OCLC Verification
.

LCS Check

, . .

PPL Check

Bradley Verification

R & R Microfilm/ UL Check

ULS NST, Other Union Lists

OCLC PRODUCE

OCLC PRODUCE (2nd, etc.) I)

Nonautomated Request Sent

Route List Inclusion

Purchase

Cancellation .

Receipt

Updating Records

Charge out

Sort in Bins

Returned item "Check in

Updating Records

Return to Lender

Filing Sorting7Decisions

FILLED / / UNFILLED' / /

Please note if this request involved problem materials such as
geneology, census microfilm, etc.

108
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APPENDIX E

Illinois Valley Library. System

Interlibrary Loan Department

Worklog Study Form and Instructions
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Nama:

IVLS INTERLIBRARY LOAN WORKLOG.

ACTIVITY UNITS

Date:

TIME

&O MFO.GiVU WO, OWG4O4OGOb.7

Stamp, sort, count

111LJ:212tO
Requests'

Requests

'4

----

2. 1,46iiliiiO4Iii;itc.)

earch OCLC, printouts,3. Search
Staple to request

Requests Hits

4. Locate IVLS book
Ref, HC, Rotating, ILL-

Searched Found
.

5. Search Union Cat.

Searched Found

.

6. Search LCS & Order

(if found)
Searched Ordered

---

7. Count Requests to from

Requests

Pulled

.

8. Search PPL, pull book

Searched

. . Reserve PPL material

Reserves

......

10. Search R&R MFilm

Searched Found

11. Verification at Bradley

Searched Verified

12. 'run Bradley Material a

Pulled

13. Arrange Route List Request

, Requests

.

.

14. Type route list

.Reuests

15. Route list - labeling .

1.. Route ist - tearing

--down returns
Lists

17. PRODUCE OCLC request

Resuests

__

'



IVLS INTERLIBRARY LOAN WORKLOG

Name:

ACTIVITY UNITS

Date:

TIME
18. Printout OCLC PENDING

file

Re uests
19. Update OCLC PENDING

requests

U.dated
20. Type ALA request and

send ,

Requests__
21.. Type, varify and locatt

request and send

Requests

.

22. Cancel requests

Re uests
23. Search RUC union

list .

Searched Found
24. Search IVLS union list

file

Searched Found
25. Check Uof I union list

Searched Found
26. Check print union list-

Found

____-_-_-----

27. Search ULS/NST

Searched Found
28. Search OCLC union list.

Searched'
1 .

Founa

Articles

o

29. Xerox (at IVLS or
Bradley)

30. Unpack ILDS bag
and sort

Items
31. Opening packages, mail

sorting

Items

.

32. Skimming IVLS mite
box -- check out,
sort to bins .m. Items

.

33. Unpack IVLS route box
and sort (a.m.) 0

34. Check in receipts -
pull ILL form, update

Items
35. OCLC file maintenance,

(general)

Transactions

....:........-
112
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Name:

IVLS INTERLIBRARY LOAN WORKLOG

Date:

m...A.A.vJ.AL u&14.4,..1 / .1.11. C.

36. Count, log, and pack
ILLS

Books/phot
.

37. Sort route items into
bins

Items
38. Pack US mail /UPS,

stamp

Items
39. Counting and statistics

general

40. Count cancellations

41. Monthly Statistical
reports

42.' Miscellaneous filing
of forms

43. Union catalog -
filing new titles,
discards

.

Titles
44. Union catalog -

refiling project , . .

45. Shelve books -
including pulling
circ cards V . Books

46. Travel to Bradley . .

i

,

.

Tri's
47. Decision-making probess

Re.uests
48. Overdues, pulling &

Xeroxing
Requests

.

49. Meetings

,

50. Other

..--r--

-113
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Interlibrary Loan Test Form
Definition of Activities

General Instructions

Time

To record the time spent on any'activity, please count the time that
activity actually takes including any built-in waiting time, such as
response time on the OCLC terminal. Do not count time between activities
or between two applications of the same activity. That is, do not
count the time that yoti may wait betwee making one phone cull and
making another. In general, the rule i\that if the waiting time between
operations is spent doing some other work,At is not counted as part
of the time went on this interlibrary loan reqdest. If waiting time
is a necessary and unavoidable part of the activity itself, and is not
spent doing other work, then include it in the time spent on the activity.

Date

The date given should be the date at which any particular activity is
completed. You do not have to wait until the results of that activity
are seen before dating the activity as completed. .Thai is, if a

non-automated request is sent, count as the date at which you finished
preraring that request. Do not wait until you receive a reply from

that request.

Batching.

For several activities here, the easiest and mdst accurate way to count
time spent on a single request is.to count the time spent on a group
of requests and divide by the total number of requests involved. This

kind of counting is referred to as "batching". If.you batch requests
to determine the time spent on a single one, you should enter on the
form the total tIme, a slash and the total number of requests handled.
If this information is4on'the testing foftn, we can later determine time
for one request when we analyze the forms.

Please place a checkmark beside the step at which the material was
effectively ordered. That is, if you have every reason to believe that
a particular step will result in the receipt of the material, place
a check by that step. If we later discover that the step was not an
effective one in receiving the material, you can cross out that '

checkmark and place another one. at the effective step.

Please use the last item at the bottom (filing/sorting/decisions) for
any other miscellaneous activity which cannot be iientified with the
activities listed.

t't
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Interlibrary Loan Test Form
Definition of Activities
November 14, 1980
Page 2

Activities

o Receipt oiratluEst: Count the time spent processing incoming requests,
Stamping and sorting them. Batch if desired.

Check Union Catalog/Union List: Count 'here the time spent checking a
request in the union catalog for the System or in the dard'file for
serials in the System. Batch if desired. However, if the request
that is being tested takes an unusually long time to check, please .

count that time separately as accurately as possible.

Contact IVLS Holding Library: Counchere the time spent attempting to
contact the holding libraries that were located in the union list or
catalog: Count actual dialing and phone time, but not waiting time
between phone calls. Count all of, the time spent trying to contact
a library that can lend the book, even if no library is successfully
contracted.

Photocopying et IVLS:. Include the time spent'finding the-journal.,
at IVLS and photocopying it. If the journal is received from another
library in IVLS, count the time spent photocopying it and returning
it to the library.

OCLC Verifications: Count the time spent at the OCLC terminal, including
the time when you are waiting for a response. Batch if desired. Howdver,
if the request being tested takes an unusual amount of time, please
give the time spent on that particular request as accurately as possible.

LCS Check: Count the time spent organizing material to check LCS and
cheeking Ehe LCS terminal. 'Batch if desired.

PPL Check: Count the time actually spent at the catalog at PPL or
searching the stacks for the item being tested. The date stamp should
be the date on which the search was completed at PPL, successfully or
unsuccessfully..

Bradley Verification: Count the time spent using various tools at
Bradley to verify the item being tested. The date should be the date
at which these checks were completed.

R and R Microfilm/Union List Check:. Count the time spent checking
the R and R Microfilm to locate or 'rify a request. For serials,
count the time spent checking R and R union lists. ilatut if desired.

116
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Interlibrary Loan Test Form
Definition of Activities

November 14, 1980
Page 3

ULS/NST, Other Union Lists: Count here the time spent checking various

other union lists for journal entries.

OCLC PRODUCE: Count here the time spent to create the OCLC interlibrary
loan form and to send it.

OCLC PRODUCE (second, etc.): Count here.the time speut preparing and
sending second, third, etc,, OCLC interlibrary loan requests. Please

specify how many times OCLC was retried.

Nonautomated Requests Sent: Count here time spent to prepare And
dispatch interlibrary loan requeSt forms that are not automated.

Route List Inclusion: Count here the time spent preparing the route
list, both typing and labeling for routing. This count should be batched,.

Purchase: Cnunt here the time spent deciding on a purchase, preparing'
the order, receiving Olemateiial, and preparing it to be dispatched
to the library. Timd'spent by the Business Office to process the invtice
will be added later.

Cancellation: Count here the time spent, sorting and writing explanations

for unfilled requests. Batch if desired. However, if tale request

being testea\akes an unusually long time to prepare, count the time
separately..

Receipt: Count here the time for actual receipt of the piece, if the
piece is ordered from a library outside the System. Batch if, desired.

Updating Recovls:1 Count here the time required to update OCLC interlibrary
loan records for received pieces. Batch if desired.

Charge Out: Count here the time required to pull interlibrary loan
paper records and record the receipt and dispatch of the piece. This

count may be batched if you wish.

Sort in Bihs: Give an approximate time per piece to sort the pieces

to the various receiving libraries.

Returned Item Check In: Count here the iAme needed to unpack and sort items

returned from the libraries. This count may be batched if you wish.

11
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Interlibrary Loan Test Form
Definition of Activities
November 14, 1980
Page 4

Updating Records: Count here the time needed to update OCLC interlibrary
loan record. This count may be batched if you wish.

Return t Lender: Count here the time spent clearing paper records in
the inte, Abrary loan department and preparing a piece to be returned
to the lender.

!Alias/Sorting/Decisions: Count'here miscellaneous time spent in processing
and sorting interlibrary loan requests, including time discussing problems
with particular.inteeiibrary loan requests which do not fall into any
other activity above. If a problem is discussed, count the total time
for all of the people involved in the discussion with all of their
initials. 6
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APPENDIX F

Library Interlibrary Loan Worklog Study

Forms and Instructions

for Terminal Activities

and OCLCRelated Work
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TERMINAL USE LOG
Library

INTERLIBRARY LOAN
Date

Item

no.

NEW REQUESTS UPDATES/INFORMATION TIME

min: sec

INIT.

Found? Reg

Sent

Print Search. Print Pending Other

Y N mf 11# oth Y N ° F Lib of B L

1 .

_
. .

:
.

3
:

.

, . - .

,

,

.,

S,

4

.
, r

9
i

c

+ + +

,
I.

.
.

L
,

.

.11
. .

12

4

,,

i ..:-

13 ..

_
.

.
0

,

.

14

.1S

.

. .

.

.

. .
.

.if)_
. .

1f
,

.

1

18

. ',, ,

.

A

19

..

,

, ,

.

20
, ,

1

.

.
*

.

.

, . . .

. .
22

r -
- -

23 .

24 .

. ,

,-;

r

FROBLEMS

V

Library type: Aracademic; Prpublic; Scrschool; Sprspecial; Syrsystem

and Location: IVrIVLS; RrSIU, UI, CPL or LEL: IL-Other Illinois; OS -Out of State

Please Return to OCLC Project

121 119



O

Notes: ,
. .0

For Pendipg requests len0o your library, please record ycuz answer:
,y .,yes

n... no.
, ,

c - conditional
4 . f . future date

......

Record also the type and location of the requedting .library If Lt
is easy to tell from tr; "ship to",address. Use the codes at the

. bottom-of the page. ,

.. .

Other updates '4 .

.t
..

Record only your role in the loah:

TIME

Ir'as Borroizing library

-L'm Lending library

Please record Tinutes and seconds'with a colfn between:

2:32 me 2 minites, 32 seconds

If only one aRplies'(minutes or seconds)',

1: one minute
:27 1 27 seconds

use the colou to show which:



TERMINAL USE LOG.

INSTRUCTIONS
Co

Please read these instructions carefully before beginning the study.

1. Fill in the name of the ibrary for yhum'the work is being done

and the date.
2. Keep a supply of the forms at the terminal, with the stopwatch.

3. Use one line on the sheet to keep track of each separate operation,
One "operation" includes all, of the things done at one time

to one title. Include as part 'of the "operation" any note-taking

or other work you do (measuring a book, etc.) at the termina.:.

as part'Cif completing,your work. Do not count time spent filling

in the terminal use log.

4. START'the stopwatch just before you start the operation.

5. STOP the stopwatdh when the operation is completed.'

6. Note the time elapsed in minutes and seconds. Read the seconds

from the outer dial of the watch and the minutes from the inner

dial. '(,See stopwatch u6e'instructions). Round off times to the-

nearestasecond. Please make sure the colon is in the right

position:

2:35 2 minutes 35 sec.

2: 2 minutes even
:354..6 35 seconds, no minutes

s

7. RESET the watch.
.

8. Place a check in each'box that applies to the completed operation
(See explanation below and attached examples).

9. Place your initials in the ."int." bcx.

10. Ifqou use time to cOrrec terminal problems (for ca1lins
IVLS, using the check procedure, etc.), record 'the time used

in the "Problem" area..
11. If you use a dial access terminal,note log-on time in the "Problem"

area.
4

CAT/RECON/SEARCHING-

Use this sheet to record any operations done on the cataloging subsystem.

Found?
11

For each searchdone, whether for cataloging, recon or general information,
check one box: Y ='yes, N' no. 'Check a box even if you searched by ari oue

control number.
s

Count each total search as one item, regardless of how many search keys

were tried. If you tried three:search keys (e.g., ISBN, author, title)
and faund the record with the third try,,record'it

123
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Terminal Use Log Instructions.,
September 1, 1981

Page 2

like this:

Item
No.

2

3

FOUND?

Y N

Not like this:
Item FOUND?

No. Y N

1.

2

3 N
4

If you do not find the title by any search, check the "N" column,
complete any work at the terminal for that title and record the
time used.

USE

For each item found, check one box to show the use you made of the record:

cataloging or reclassification - ordering cards.
retrospective conversion.

verifying ordering information and/or printing order slips.
other uses, including name authority file searches, name-

address directory searches.

. Cat =

Rc a
Acq =

0th. =

'ACTION

Check as many boxes as apply to this terminal use.

As is = for cataloging, reclass or recon, using the record and changing
NO MORE THAN the 049 and the call no.

Modify = for cataloging, reclass or recon, adding, editing or deleting
additionikl fields.

Refer = any action taken to refer a record to another person or hold
it for your own later use. Such action may include making
notes, making a printout or putting the record in save.

New =putting an entirely new record the database, either from
a "wf" command or a "new" command.

Labels a formatting and printing labels. Check this box if it applies
even though you may have also checked another "action" box.

Print = making any other form of printout - full record, partial record
and/or printing acquisition slips. Check this box if it
applies even though you may have also checked another "action"
box.



Terminal Use Log Instructions
September 1, 1981

Page 3

INTERLIBRARY LOAN

Use this sheet to record any operations in the interlibrary loan subsystem.

NEW REQUESTS

Record actions taken on new ILL requests in this area, including requests
starting from scratch, or from "expired" or "unfilled" requests.

Found? Y N: Whether you found the title on the data base. For
instructions see description of the cataloging
sheet above.

Reg, Sent: Check here if you sent the request Via OCLC, regardless
of whether you found the title on the data base. Do

not use this box if you decide to use OCLC
information, but send the request another way.

Print: Check here if you made a printout(s), regardless of.,
whether you sent the request via OCLC.

UPDATES/INFORMATION

Record all ILL operations here.

Search: For each operation, .. rd the way you searched. This
includes search: the message file when there are
no messages.

Print: Check here if you made a printouts) as part of the
operation.

Pending: For PENDING requests that. are answered in a particular
operation, give your answer ard the code for the type
and location of the requesting library (if this can
be easily determined from the "ship to" address).

Y'ut Yes answer

N - No answer
C = Conditional answer
F = Future Date given

Codes for library type and location are at the
bottom of the page.

% Other: For all the other'UPDATE operations, check a box
to show whether you are the borrowing (B) or lending (L)
library. For quick reference, ch'...ck to see if your
code is in the "Borrower" field at the top of the s:reen.
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TERMINAL USE LOG INTERLIBRARY LOAN
Library Oic ly+ Corp

Item INEW REOUESTS
no. Found?

h N

Date

1 UPDATES/INFORMATION ri TIME IINIT.1 PROBLEMS
Otheril
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Y!N C FILib. : SI
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17
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18
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21
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Library type: Amacademic; Pmpublic.; Scmschool; Spmspacial; Symsystemand Location: V/mtVLS; RmSIU, UI, CPL or 15 amOther Illinois; 0Sm0ut of State
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STAFF WORICLOG

INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these instructions carefully before beginning the study.

1. Fill in the name of the library foi whom you are doing
the work.

2. When you begin doing one of the listed activities, START
the stopwatch, or'note the time begun on scrap paper.

3. When you finish the activity, STOP the stopwatch or
note the time ended on the scrap paper.

4. Read the stopwatch dial - minutes.fram the inside dial
and seconds from the outside dial. Note that the inside
dial only records up to 15 or 30 minutes. Be sure to
add ar additional 15 or 30 minutes if the activity took
longer than that. If you wrote times on scrap paper,
calculate the total minutes used.

5. Note the time spent on the activity (not the time of day)
in the appropriate box.

Use the punctuation given or words to show the units
of time:

2/15 2 hours, 15 minutes
2:15 2 minutes, 15 seconds
1/4:56 1 hour, 4 minutes, 56 seconds

6. Note the number of items finished.
7. Place your initials in the third box.

Use as many sheets as you need to record the information without crowding.
If y'u do one operation frequently in a day, you may record it on te back
of the sheet, using the item number to.identify the activity.

Please explain "other" activities.

Please begin a new-sheet-each day.

Worklogs marbe distributed, in two different ways:

\\\

1. Give sheets to.each staff member who is responsible for one or more
of the listed activities. The person would keep the sheet handy

. to.record his /her work.
t.

,

\
,

.

2. Place sheets at work areas for the activities. anyone doing the
work Would be xeminaed to record relevant activities by seeing the
'sheet prominently displayed'.

ts.

Please return to OCLC Project
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STAFF WORKLOG

Library:

OCLC-RELATED ACTIVITIES

Activity Time Spent

hrs/min:sec

Date:

Units done Initials

Cataloging

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

Preparing information for
terminal work

titles

Checking returned OCLC cards -
Processing, not including filing

cards

Processing _books - Pockets, labels,

bookcards .
,

titles

Calls-to host/guest for information,
terminal status, etc.

,

alls

Travel time
lva

Dealing with OCLC & Project

paperwork (approx.)

Training, decision sessions, etc.
directly related to OCLC

RECON/RECLASS

8. Preparing cards, materials, etc.
getting books

ILL

9.

14.

15.

16.

title

Phone calls to or from libraries
or IVLS, noting requests, answers I

calls

Checking library catalog & shelves

for requested material
titles

Checking circ. file for requested

material
-

titles

Updating files on ILL activity -

check -out, etc.
titles

Packing and shipping, placing on
IVLS route, etc.

titles
01
Completing answering paper requests

AR

Misc. investigation ior ILL -

overdues, etc.

Other: ---...........--.......

Please return to OCLC Project
131.
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APPENDIX G

Library Log Form for

Non-OCLC Interlibrary Loan Activity

C.)
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Library:

Non-OCLC Interlibrary Loan Log

Identification
(auth,title,etc.)

Optional

LENDING

Date METHOD From Item
Request IVLS Sent
Reed Phone Paper Other

Borrowing Library
TYPE LOCATION

VI 04 10n C n 0
rp <n

Date
Rec'd
Back

6

10

11

12.

13

14

15'

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Library type codes: AcdmiAcademic; Pub - Public; SchmSchool; SpcSpecial; Sys - System Oth-Other

Library location codes: IVL,NIVLS area; R64...-UofI,SIU,CPL,ISL; LLotOther Illinois; 0 -S -Out of State

Return to IVLS /OCLC Project when :ompleted
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t. -

Non-OCLC Interlibrary Loan Log

INSTRUCTIONS

Lending.

Begin using the log on May 1st.

0

Record all Non-OCLC requests received from other libraries between May '1st
and May 31 st. This includes requests received from 'IVLS over the telephone:
It DOES NOT. include OCLC requests relayed to gdest libraries from host
libraries.

Continue filling in the log until all materilas ycu sent through.May 31st
are received back at your library; that is, until all lines of information
are completed.

Identification: Use whatever information is needed to identify the material
so the final "rec'.d back" date can be added later.

7

Date Request Rec'd: Fill in the date the request was received in your
library.

Method: Check the appropriate method of Communication used. "Paper"
includes mailed requests and the IVLS route list. For "other",
please indicate what the method was.

From IVLS: Check this box if the request came from IVLS.

Item Sent: Check this .box if you sent the item.

Sorrowing Library: If the information is available, please fill these
two section whether or not yqu send the item. Check one box each
for library type and library location. The "R&R" locations are:

.Chicago Public (Type = Pub)
--Illinois State Library' (Type = 0th)

Southern Illinois Univers...ty (Type 4. Acd)

University of Illinois (Type = Acd)

Date Reed Back: F:111 in the date that material lent was received back
in your library.
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Library:

Non-OCLC Interlibrary Loan Log

BORROWING

Lr.:iinrt L,ibrar

Identification
(patron, auth,title,etc).

Optional .Request

Date of
Patron

METHOD To

IVLS
?

Date TYPE LocArioN

Phone Paper Other
Item
Rec'd

m

m .'

p
7

t sC
1 A

C'.
-*7 Z

,,

.1
.

2

.

3 ,

4

5

- II

7

8
.

.

9 .,

.

,

1.0

11

.

12

.
.

,

13

t4
.

,

15

16

i

11.1

I17 P.,
18

9 . III
.

1

19

20 -,,,1 .

4

21 2' - _ -. ....._

22 4 A r , .

23

4

.

24

25

Library type codes: Acc1=Iademic; lubsePublic; Sch=School; Spc=Special; Sys=System; 0th= Other

Library location codes: IVL=IVLS area;R&R=U of I,SIU,CPL,ISL; IL=other\Illinois;0-S=Out of State

Return to IVLS/OCLC Project when completed
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0 Non-OCLC Interlibrary Loan Log

INSTRUCTIONS

Borrowing

Begin using the log on May 1st.

to.

Record all Non-OCLC requests sent between May lot and May 31st.

Continue filling in the log sheets until all the requests initiated
through May 31st are received or unfilled; that is, until all lines of
information are completed.

Please record all requests library sends by any means EXCEPT REQUESTS
SENT OVER OCLC.

Identification: Use whatever information is needed to identify the
material when it ii'received so the last items (date recbd, lending
library) can be filled in.

.

Date of patron request: Use the date the patron actually asked for the item.

Method: Check the, box for the way the request was sent. "Paper" may be
either an IVLS request form or a mailed request. In "Other" please
specify what method was used.

To IVLS: Check this box if the request was sent directly to. IVLS.

Date item reed: Fill in date item was received in the 'library, regardless
of when (or if) the patron picked it up.

UNFILLED REQUESTS - place an X in this box.

Lending Library: Check one box each for library type and library location
of the lending library. The-"R&R" locations are:

Chicago Public (Type = Pub)
Illihois State Library (Type = 0th)
Southern Illinois University (Type = Acd)
University of Illinois' (Type = Acd)
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